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1. Introduction
In this article, we study the motivic integration over Deligne–Mumford stacks, which was
started in [37]. The motivic integration was introduced by Kontsevich [22] and developed by
Denef and Loeser [9,10], etc. It is now well known that the motivic integration is effective in the
study of birational geometry. For example, Batyrev [3] has applied it to the study of stringy E-
functions and Mustat¸aˇ [26] to one of the singularities appearing in the minimal model program.
We first recall the motivic integration over varieties. Thanks to Sebag [32], we can work over
an arbitrary perfect field k. Let X be a variety over k, that is, a separated algebraic space of finite
type over k. For a non-negative integer n, an n-jet of X over a k-algebra R is a Rt/tn+1-point
of X. For each n, there exists an algebraic space JnX parameterizing n-jets. For example, J0X
is X itself and J1X is the tangent bundle of X. The spaces JnX, n ∈ Z0, constitute a projective
system and the limit J∞X := lim←−JnX exists. We can define a measure μX and construct an
integration theory on J∞X with values in some ring (or semiring) in which we can add and
multiply the classes {V } of varieties V and some class of infinite sums are defined. For example,
we can use a completion of the Grothendieck ring of mixed Hodge structures (k = C) or mixed
Galois representations (k a finite field). If X is smooth, then we have
∫
J∞X
1dμX = μX(J∞X)= {X}.
To generalize the theory to Deligne–Mumford stacks, it is not sufficient to consider only
Rt/tn+1-points of a stack. Inspired by a work of Abramovich and Vistoli [1], the author intro-
duced the notion of twisted jets in [37]. Let X be a separated Deligne–Mumford stack of finite
type over k and μl,k be the group scheme of lth roots of unity for a positive integer l prime
to the characteristic of k. A twisted n-jet over X is a representable morphism from a quotient
stack [(SpecRt/tnl+1)/μl,k] to X . We will prove that the category JnX of twisted n-jets is a
Deligne–Mumford stack. If k is algebraically closed and X is a quotient stack [M/G], then we
have
J0X ∼=
∐
[Mg/Cg].
g∈Conj(G)
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is the centralizer of g. The right-hand side often appears in the study of McKay correspondence.
There exists also the projective limit J∞X := lim←−JnX . When X is smooth, we define a measure
μX and construct an integration theory on the point set |J∞X |.
Let L be the class {A1k} of an affine line. To a variety X and an ideal sheaf I ⊂ OX , we
can associate a function ordI :J∞X → Z0 ∪ {∞} and a function LordI . Consider a proper
birational morphism f :Y → X of varieties with Y smooth. The Jacobian ideal sheaf Jacf ⊂OY
is defined to be the 0th Fitting ideal of ΩY/X . If X is also smooth, then this is identical with the
ideal sheaf of the relative canonical divisor KY/X := KY −f ∗KX . Let f∞ :J∞Y → J∞X be the
morphism induced by f . The relation of the measures μX and μY is described by the following
transformation rule: ∫
F dμX =
∫
(F ◦ f∞)L−ord Jacf dμY .
This formula was proved by Kontsevich [22], Denef and Loeser [9], and Sebag [32]. Using this,
we obtain many results in the birational geometry. For instance, Kontsevich proved the follow-
ing: If f :Y → X and f ′ :Y → X′ are proper birational morphisms of smooth proper varieties
over C, and if KY/X = KY/X′ , then the Hodge structure of Hi(X,Q) and that of Hi(X′,Q) are
isomorphic.
We generalize the transformation rule to Deligne–Mumford stacks. If we consider only rep-
resentable morphisms, no interesting phenomenon appears. A morphism of Deligne–Mumford
stacks is said to be birational if it induces an isomorphism of open dense substacks. For exam-
ple, if M is a variety with an effective action of a finite group G, then the natural morphism from
the quotient stack [M/G] to the quotient variety M/G is birational. A morphism f :Y → X is
said to be tame if for every geometric point y of Y , Ker(Aut(y) → Aut(f (x))) is of order prime
to the characteristic of k. The transformation rule is generalized to tame, proper and birational
morphisms.
Let x˜ be a geometric point of J0X and x its image in X . A μl-action on the tangent space
TxX derives from x˜. If for suitable basis, ζ ∈ μl acts by diag(ζ a1 , . . . , ζ ad ), 1 ai  l, then we
define
sht(x˜) := d − 1
l
l∑
i=1
ai.
Thus we have a function sht : |J0X | → Q. We denote by sX , the composite |J∞X | →
|J0X | sht−→ Q.
Also for a birational morphism f :Y →X of Deligne–Mumford stacks, we define its Jacobian
ideal sheaf, Jacf , in the same way. However, the associated order function, ord Jacf , is a Q-
valued function.
Now we can formulate the generalized transformation rule as follows:
Theorem 1. Let f :Y →X be a tame proper birational morphism of Deligne–Mumford stacks of
finite type and pure dimension. Suppose that Y is smooth and that X is either a smooth Deligne–
Mumford stack or a variety. Then we have∫
FLsX dμX =
∫
(F ◦ f∞)L−ord Jacf +sY dμY .
(See Theorem 66 for details.)
710 T. Yasuda / Advances in Mathematics 207 (2006) 707–761Remark 2. The theorem was proved in [37] for the morphisms from a smooth stack X without
reflection to its coarse moduli space with Gorenstein singularities.
We apply the transformation rule to the birational geometry of Deligne–Mumford stacks. We
recall Batyrev’s work [3] as a background of this subject. Suppose k = C. Let M be a smooth
variety, G a finite group acting effectively on M and X = M/G be the quotient variety. By
calculations, Batyrev showed a relation of the orbifold E-function of the G-variety M and the
stringy E-function of X. Denef and Loeser [10] proved a similar result with motivic integration.
From the viewpoint of stacks, the orbifold E-function is defined rather for the quotient stack
[M/G] than for the G-variety M . The natural morphism [M/G] → X is proper and birational.
Then Batyrev’s result can be viewed as a relation of invariants of birational stacks. We will
reformulate his results in a full generality from this viewpoint.
Let X be a smooth Deligne–Mumford stack of finite type over a perfect field k, D =∑uiDi
a Q-divisor on X and W ⊂ |X | a constructible subset. We put ID :=∑ui · ordIDi . We define
an invariant
ΣW(X ,D) :=
∫
π−1(W)
LID+sX dμX .
Here π :J∞X → X is the natural projection. The function sht : |J0X | → Q is, in fact, locally
constant and for a connected component V , sht(V) ∈ Q is well defined. If D = 0 and W = |X |,
then the invariant is equal to
∑
V⊂J0X
{V}Lsht(V).
If k = C and X is proper, this has the information of the Hodge structure of the orbifold coho-
mology defined below.
In characteristic zero, we can generalize the invariant ΣW(X ,D) to the case whereX is singu-
lar: A log Deligne–Mumford stack is defined to be the pair (X ,D) of a normal Deligne–Mumford
stack X of finite type and a Q-divisor D on X such that KX +D is Q-Cartier. For a log Deligne–
Mumford stack (X ,D) and a constructible subset W ⊂ |X |, if f :Y → X is a proper birational
morphism with Y smooth, then we define ΣW(X ,D) :=Σf−1(W)(Y, f ∗(KX +D)−KY ). This
invariant is a common generalization and refinement of the stringy E-function and the orbifold
E-function. By a calculation, we will see that ΣW(X ,D) = ∞ if and only if (X ,D) is Kawa-
mata log terminal around W (for the definition, see Definition 86).
The following is the direct consequence of the transformation rule and viewed as a general-
ization of Batyrev’s result and Denef and Loeser’s one.
Theorem 3. Let (X ,D) and (X ′,D′) be log Deligne–Mumford stacks. Assume that there exist
a smooth DM stack Y and proper birational morphisms f :Y → X and f ′ :Y → X such that
f ∗(KX +D)= (f ′)∗(KX ′ +D′) and f−1(W) = (f ′)−1(W ′). In positive characteristic, assume
in addition that X and X ′ are smooth and that f and f ′ are tame. Then we have
ΣW(X ,D) =ΣW ′(X ′,D′).
Remark 4. Kawamata [20] obtained a closely related result in terms of the derived category.
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Let G ⊂ GLd(C) be a finite subgroup and X := Cd/G the quotient variety. For g ∈ G, we
define a rational number age(g) as follows: Let l be the order of g and ζ := exp(2π√−1/l). If
we write g = diag(ζ ai , . . . , ζ ad ), 0 ai  l − 1, for suitable basis of C, then
age(g) := 1
l
d∑
i=1
ai.
If g ∈ SLd(C), then age(g) is an integer. The following was called the homological McKay
correspondence. It was proved by Y. Ito and Reid [19] for dimension three and by Batyrev for
arbitrary dimension [3]. (See also [30].)
Corollary 5. Suppose that G ⊂ SLd(C) and that there is a crepant resolution Y → X. For an
even integer i, put
ni := 
{
g ∈ Conj(G) | age(g) = i/2}.
Then we have
Hi(Y,Q) ∼=
{0 (i odd),
Q(−i/2)⊕ni (i even).
Since X = Cd/G has only quotient singularities, KX is Q-Cartier and its pull-back by arbi-
trary morphism is defined. For a resolution f :Y → X and for each exceptional prime divisor
E ⊂ Y , there is a rational number a(E,X) such that
KY ≡ f ∗KX +
∑
E⊂Y
a(E,X)E.
The discrepancy of X is defined to be the infimum of a(E,X) for all resolutions Y → X and
all exceptional divisors E ⊂ Y . The following is a refinement of Reid–Shepherd-Barron–Tai
criterion for canonical (or terminal) quotient singularities (see [29, §4.11]).
Corollary 6. For a finite group G ⊂ GLd(C) without reflection, the discrepancy of X = Cd/G
is equal to
min
{
age(g) | 1 = g ∈G}− 1.
Chen and Ruan [6] defined a new cohomology for topological orbifolds (Satake’s V -
manifolds), called orbifold cohomology. We give its algebraic version. Let X be a smooth
Deligne–Mumford stack over C. For i ∈ Q, we define
Hiorb(X ,Q) :=
⊕
V⊂J0X
Hi−2 sht(V)(V¯,Q)⊗ Q(− sht(V)).
Here V¯ is the coarse moduli space of V . If X is proper, then Hiorb(X ,Q) is a pure Hodge struc-
ture of weight i. (We define Hodge structure with fractional weights in the trivial fashion.) The
712 T. Yasuda / Advances in Mathematics 207 (2006) 707–761following was conjectured by Ruan [31] and a weak version was proved by Lupercio and Poddar
[25] and the author [37] independently. This is a generalization of Kontsevich’s theorem stated
above.
Corollary 7. Let X and X ′ be proper and smooth Deligne–Mumford stacks of finite type over C.
Suppose that there exist a smooth Deligne–Mumford stack Y and proper birational morphisms
f :Y →X and f ′ :Y →X ′ such that KY/X =KY/X ′ . Then for every i ∈ Q, there is an isomor-
phism of Hodge structures
Hiorb(X ,Q) ∼=Hiorb(X ′,Q).
We also define the p-adic orbifold cohomology. Let X be a smooth Deligne–Mumford stack
over a finite field k, and p a prime number different from the characteristic of k. If necessary,
replacing k with its finite extension, we define
Hiorb(X ⊗ k¯,Qp) :=
⊕
V⊂J0X
Hi−2 sht(V)(V¯ ⊗ k¯,Qp)⊗ Qp
(− sht(V)).
Replacing k is necessary to ensure that fractional Tate twists Qp(− sht(V)) exist.
Corollary 8. Let X and X ′ be proper and smooth Deligne–Mumford stacks of finite type over
a finite field k. Suppose that there exist a smooth Deligne–Mumford stack Y and tame proper
birational morphisms f :Y → X and f ′ :Y → X ′ such that KY/X = KY/X ′ . Suppose that the
p-adic orbifold cohomology groups of X and X ′ are defined. Then for every i ∈ Q, there is an
isomorphism of Galois representations
Hiorb(X ⊗k k¯,Qp)ss ∼=Hiorb(X ′ ⊗k k¯,Qp)ss.
Here the superscript “ss” means the semisimplification.
For varieties, T. Ito [17] and Wang [35] obtained a similar result over number fields.
1.1. Notation and convention
Throughout this paper, we work over a perfect base field k. A Deligne–Mumford stack (DM
stack for short) is supposed to be separated. What we mean by a variety is a separated algebraic
space of finite type over k.
• N, Z0: the set of positive integers and that of non-negative integers.
• [M/G]: quotient stack.
• |X |: the set of points of X .
• X¯ : the coarse moduli space of a DM stack X .
• Dln,S := [Dnl,S/μl,k].
• Dn,S := SpecRt/tn+1 (S = SpecR).
• μl ⊂ k¯: the group of lth roots of unity.
• μl,k := Speck[x]/(xl − 1): the group scheme of lth roots of unity over k.
• Conj(G): a representative set of conjugacy classes [g] of g ∈G.
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• JnX: n-jet space.
• J (a)n X: for a scheme with G-action and a : μl ↪→ G, J (a)n X ⊂ JnX is the locus where the
two μl-actions on JnX coincide.
• J lnX : the stack of twisted n-jets of order l.
• JnX :=∐char(k)l J lnX : the stack of twisted n-jets.• πn :J∞X → JnX , π :J∞X →X : natural projections.
• fn :JnY → JnX : the morphism induced by f :Y →X .
• R, S: the semirings of equivalence classes of convergent stacks and convergent spaces.
• L := {A1k}.
• MHS and MHS1/r : the category of mixed Hodge structures and the category of 1
r
Z-indexed
ones.
• Gk := Gal(k¯/k): absolute Galois group.
• MR(Gk,Qp): the category of mixed Galois representations.
• μX : motivic measure.
• sht(p), sht(V): shift number.
• sX : the composite J∞X π0−→ J0X sht−→ Q.
• Jacf , JacX : the Jacobian ideal sheaves of a morphism f and a variety X.
• ordI: the order function of an ideal sheaf I over J∞X .
• ID : for a Q-divisor D =∑uiDi , if IDi is the ideal sheaf of Di , then ID :=∑ui ordIDi .
• ωX , KX and KY/X : canonical sheaf, canonical divisor and relative canonical divisor.
2. Stacks of twisted jets
2.1. Short review of the Deligne–Mumford stacks
2.1.1. We first review the Deligne–Mumford (DM) stack very briefly. We mention the book
of Laumon and Moret-Bailly [23] as a reference of stacks. We will sometimes use results from
it.
Fix a base field k. Let (Aff/k) be the category of affine schemes over k. A DM stack X is a
category equipped with a functor X → (Aff/k) which satisfies several conditions. It should be
a fibered category over (Aff/k) and is usually best understood in terms of the fiber categories
X (S), for S ∈ (Aff/k), and the pull-back functors f ∗ :X (T ) →X (S) for f :S → T . The X (S)
are groupoids with, at least for S of finite type, finite automorphism groups.
The DM stacks constitute a 2-category. In terms of the fiber categories, a 1-morphism (or
simply morphism) f :Y → X is the data of functors fS :Y(S) → X (S), compatible with pull-
backs, and a 2-morphism f → g is a system of morphisms of functors fS → gS , compatible
with pull-backs. A scheme, or more generally an algebraic space X is identified with the DM
stack with fibers the discrete categories with sets of objects the X(S) := Hom(S,X). A diagram
of stacks
X
f
h
Y
g
Z
714 T. Yasuda / Advances in Mathematics 207 (2006) 707–761is said to be commutative if a 2-isomorphism g ◦ f ∼= h has been given. The strict identity
g ◦ f = h is not required.
A morphism f :Y →X of DM stacks is called representable if for every morphism M →X
with M an algebraic space, the fiber product M ×X Y is also an algebraic space. It is equivalent
to that for every object ξ ∈ Y , the natural map Aut(ξ) → Aut(f (ξ)) is injective. We can gener-
alize many properties of a morphism of schemes to DM stack; étale, smooth, proper, etc. By a
condition in the definition, for every DM stack X , there exist an algebraic space M and an étale
surjective morphism M → X , which is called an atlas. We say that X is smooth, normal etc if
an atlas is so.
The diagonal morphism Δ :X →X ×X of a DM stack X is, by definition, representable. We
say that X is separated if Δ is finite, that is, quasi-finite and proper. Note that Δ is not immersion
unless X is an algebraic space. In this paper, every DM stack is supposed to be separated.
2.1.2. Points and coarse moduli space
A point of a DM stack X is an equivalence class of morphisms SpecK → X with K ⊃ k
a field by the following equivalence relation; morphisms SpecK1 → X and SpecK2 → X are
equivalent if there is another field K3 ⊃K1,K2 ⊃ k making the following diagram commutative:
SpecK3 SpecK2
SpecK1 X .
We denote by the set of the points by |X |. It carries a Zariski topology; A⊂ |X | is an open subset
if A = |Y| for some open immersion Y ↪→ X . (See [23] for details.) If X is a scheme, then |X|
is equal to the underlying topological space as sets.
A coarse moduli space of a DM stack X is an algebraic space equipped with a morphism
X → X such that every morphism X → Y with Y algebraic space uniquely factors through X
and for every algebraically closed field K ⊃ k, the map X (K)/isom → X(K) is bijective. By
the definition, it is clear that the coarse moduli space is unique up to isomorphism. Keel and Mori
[21] proved that for every DM stack, the coarse moduli space exists. If X is the coarse moduli
space of X , then the map |X | → |X| is a homeomorphism.
2.1.3. Quotient stack
One of the simplest examples is the quotient stack. Let M be an algebraic space and G a finite
group (or an étale finite group scheme over k) acting on M . Then we can define the quotient stack
[M/G] as follows; an object over a scheme S is a pair of a G-torsor P → S and a G-equivariant
morphism P → M and a morphism of (P → S,P → M) to (Q → T ,Q→ M) over a morphism
S → T is a G-equivariant morphism P → Q compatible with the other morphisms. This stack
has the canonical atlas M → [M/G]. There is also a natural morphism [M/G] → M/G which
makes M/G the coarse moduli space. The composition M → [M/G] → M/G is the quotient
map.
2.2. Stacks of twisted jets
2.2.1. In the article [37], the author introduced the notion of twisted jets. There, only twisted
jets over fields were considered and the stack of twisted jets was constructed as a closed substack
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by arbitrary affine scheme and verify that it is actually a DM stack.
We first recall jets and arcs over a variety. Here we mean a separated algebraic space of finite
type by a variety. Let X be a variety and n a non-negative integer. The functor
(Aff/k)→ (Sets),
SpecR → Hom(SpecRt/tn+1,X)
is representable by a variety JnX, called the n-jet space. The natural surjection kt/tn+2 
kt/tn+1 induces a natural projection Jn+1X → JnX. Since they are all affine morphisms, the
projective limit J∞X := lim←−JnX exists. This is an algebraic space, but not generally of finite
type. We call this the arc space. For every field extension K ⊃ k, there is an identification
Hom(SpecK,J∞X)= Hom
(
SpecKt,X).
An arc of X is a point of J∞X, that is, a morphism SpecKt→ X.
For S = SpecR ∈ (Aff/k) and a non-negative integer n, we put
Dn,S := SpecRt/tn+1.
For l a positive integer prime to the characteristic of k, we denote by μl ⊂ k¯ the cyclic group of
lth roots of unity. We define also the group scheme of lth roots of unity over k
μl,k := Speck[x]/
(
xl − 1).
When μl,k is a constant group scheme, then we identify it with the group μl . The natural action
of μl,k on Dn,S is defined by t → x ⊗ t . We put
Dln,S := [Dnl,S/μl,k].
Also for n= ∞, and for a field K ⊃ k, we put
D∞,K := SpecKt and Dl∞,K := [D∞,K/μl,k].
Definition 9. Let X be a DM stack. A twisted n-jet of order l of X over S is a representable
morphism Dln,S → X . For a field K ⊃ k, a twisted arc (or twisted infinite jet) of order l of X
over K is a representable morphism Dl∞,K →X .
Definition 10. Let X be a DM stack. Suppose n < ∞. We define the stack of twisted n-jets
of order l, denoted J lnX , as follows; an object over S ∈ (Aff/k) is a representable morphism
Dln,S → X , a morphism from γ :Dln,S → X to γ ′ :Dln,T → X over f :S → T is a 2-morphism
from γ to f ′ ◦ γ ′, where f ′ :Dln,S →Dln,T is the morphism naturally induced by f .
We will prove that it is actually a DM stack.
716 T. Yasuda / Advances in Mathematics 207 (2006) 707–761Definition 11. We define the stack of twisted n-jet of X by
JnX :=
∐
char(k)l
J lnX .
If X is of finite type, then J lnX is empty for sufficiently large l and JnX is in fact the disjoint
sum of only finitely many J lnX .
Lemma 12. The category J lnX is a stack.
Proof. For an object γ :Dln,S → X of J lnX and for a morphism f :T → S, we have a “pull-
back” γT := f ′ ◦ γ which is unique up to 2-isomorphisms. Here f ′ :Dln,T →Dln,S is the natural
morphism induced by f . Hence J lnX is a groupoid.
We first show that for two objects γ, γ ′ :Dln,S →X , the functor
Isom(γ, γ ′) : (Aff/S) → (Sets),
(T → S) → Hom(J lnX )(T )(γT , γ ′T )
is a sheaf. Consider a morphism T → S and an étale cover ∐Ti → T . Let Tij := Ti ×T Tj . For
every object α ofDln,T , we have the pull-backs αi and αij toDln,Ti andDln,Tij , respectively. Since
X is a prestack, the sequence
0 → HomX (T )
(
γT (α), γ
′
T (α)
)→∐HomX (Ti )(γTi (αi), γ ′Ti (αi))
⇒
∐
HomX (Tij )
(
γTij (αij ), γ
′
Tij
(αij )
)
is exact. Since a morphism of twisted jets is a natural transformation of functors, it implies that
the sequence
0 → Hom(J lnX )(T )(γT , γ ′T ) →
∐
Hom(J lnX )(Ti )(γTi , γ
′
Ti
)
⇒
∐
Hom(J lnX )(Tij )(γTij , γ
′
Tij
)
is also exact, and the functor Isom(γ, γ ′) is a sheaf.
It remains to show that one can glue objects. Let ∐Ti → T be an étale cover, let
γi :Dln,Ti → X be twisted jets and let hij : (γi)Tij → (γj )Tij be a morphism in (J lnX )(Tij ).
Assume that they satisfy the cocycle condition. Then for every object α of Dln,T , we can glue the
objects γi(αi) of X , because X is a stack. Therefore we can determine the image of α and obtain
a functor γ :Dln,T →X which is clearly representable. Thus we have verified all conditions. 
2.2.2. Let Y → X be a representable morphism of DM stacks. Then for a twisted jet
Dln,S → Y , composing the morphisms, we obtain a twisted jetDln,S →X . Thus we have a natural
morphism J lnY → J lnX .
In [37], we defined a barely faithful morphism to be a morphism f :Y → X of DM stacks
such that for every object ξ of Y , the map Aut(ξ) → Aut(f (ξ)) is bijective. Thus all barely
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[37, Lemma 4.21].
Lemma 13. Let Y → X be a barely faithful and formally étale morphism of DM stacks. Then
the naturally induced diagram
J lnY J lnX
Y X
is cartesian.
Proof. Consider a commutative diagram
S Y
Dln,S X
where the bottom arrow is representable and the left arrow is a natural one. Then we claim that
there exists a unique morphism Dln,S → Y which fits into the diagram. The lemma easily follows
from it.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that S is connected. Let
U ⊂Dln,S ×X Y
be the connected component containing the image of S. Then the natural morphism U → Dln,S
is barely faithful, formally étale and bijective, hence an isomorphism. It shows our claim. Thus
we obtain an equivalence of categories, Y ×X J lnX ∼= J lnY . 
If X is a DM stack and X is its coarse moduli space, then there exists an étale covering {Xi →
X}i such that for each i, the fiber product X ×X Xi is isomorphic to a quotient stack [Mi/Gi]
with Mi scheme and Gi finite group (see [1, Lemma 2.2.3]). The projection X ×X Xi → X is
barely faithful and étale. Hence thanks to Lemma 13, in proving that J lnX is a DM stack, we
may assume that X is a quotient stack [M/G]. Let k′/k be the field extension by adding all lth
roots of unity for the order l of elements of G prime to the characteristic of k. Replacing k with
k′ and M with M ⊗k k′, we may assume that μl,k is a constant group scheme for l such that
there is a twisted jet Dln,S → [M/G]. The action μl  Dn,S induces an action μl  JnM . On
the other hand, for each embedding a : μl ↪→G, μl acts on M as a subgroup of G and on JnM .
Definition 14. We define J (a)n M to be the closed subscheme of JnM where the two actions
μl  JnM are identical.
Definition 15. We define Conj(μl ,G) to be a representative set of the conjugacy classes of
embeddings μl ↪→G.
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J lnX ∼=
∐
a∈Conj(μl ,G)
[
J
(a)
nl M/Ca
]
.
Here Ca is the centralizer of a. By this isomorphism, [J (a)nl M/Ca] corresponds to twisted jets
Dln,S →X inducing a :μl ↪→G.
Proof. Let m := nl. Choose a primitive lth root ζ ∈ μl of unity. Let γ :Dln,S → X be an object
over S of J lnX . The canonical atlas Dm,S →Dln,S corresponds to the object α of Dln,S
Dm,S ×μl
μl-action
trivial μl-torsor
Dm,S
Dm,S.
The morphism
θ := ζ × ζ−1 :Dm,S ×μl →Dm,S ×μl
is an automorphism of α over ζ :Dm,S → Dm,S , whose order is l. Any other object of Dln,S is a
pull-back of α and any automorphism is a pull-back of a power of θ . Therefore the twisted jet γ
is determined by the images of α and θ in X .
Let the diagram
P
h
p
M
Dm,S
be the object over Dm,S of X which is the image of α by γ . Let λ be its automorphism over
ζ :Dm,S → Dm,S which is the image of θ . Because γ is representable, the order of λ is also l.
Let Q := P ×Dm,S S. Then P → Dm,S is isomorphic as torsors to Dm,k ×k Q → Dm,k ×k S.
Since we have chosen a primitive lth root ζ , we can identify Conj(μl ,G) with a representative
set Conjl (G) of the conjugacy classes of elements of order l.
Claim 17. If S is connected, then there are open and closed subsets Q′ ⊂ Q and P ′ ⊂ P which,
for some g ∈ Conjl(G), are stable under Cg-action and Cg-torsors over S.
Take an étale cover T → S such that QT := Q ×S T is isomorphic to the trivial G-torsor
T × G → T with a right action. Then the pull-back of the automorphism λ is a left action of
some g−1 ∈ G over each connected component of T . If necessary, replacing the isomorphism
QT ∼= T × G, we can assume that the automorphism is given by unique g−1 ∈ Conjl (G). Let
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as follows: Let a ∈ Cg , b ∈G \Cg , x ∈ T ×Cg and y ∈ T × (G \Cg). If φ(x) = φ(y), then
φ(x) = φ(gxg−1)= λφ(x)g−1 = λφ(y)g−1 = φ(gyg−1) = φ(y).
It is a contradiction. Similarly P decomposes also.
Since (h ◦ λ)|P ′ = h|P ′ and (h ◦ g)|P ′ = (g ◦ h)|P ′ , we have
h ◦ (ζ × idQ′)= h ◦ (λ ◦ g)|P ′ = (g ◦ h)|P ′ .
It means that the morphism Dm,k ×k Q′ → M corresponds to a morphism Q′ → (JmM)ζ◦g−1
and that the morphism Q′ → (JmM)ζ◦g−1 and a Cg-torsor Q′ → S determine an object over S
of a quotient stack [(JmM)ζ◦g−1/Cg]. Note that
(JmM)
ζ◦g−1 = J (a)m M.
Thus we have a morphism J lnX →
∐[J (a)m M/Ca]. The inverse morphism can be constructed by
following the argument conversely. 
Theorem 18. Let X be a DM stack.
(1) For n ∈ Z0, J lnX and JnX are DM stacks.
(2) If X is of finite type (respectively smooth), then for n ∈ Z0, then J lnX and JnX are also of
finite type (respectively smooth).
(3) For every m n, the natural projection JmX → JnX is an affine morphism.
Proof. (1) There is an étale, surjective and barely faithful morphism ∐i[M/Gi] → X such
that each Mi is a scheme and Gi is a finite group. From Lemma 13, Proposition 16 and [23,
Lemme 4.3.3], the morphism J lnX → X is representable. From [23, Proposition 4.5], J lnX
is a DM stack. JnX is also a DM stack. The morphism J lnX → X is also separated and so
is J lnX .
(2) and (3). These also result from Lemma 13 and Proposition 16. 
In general, a projective system {Xi , ρi :Xi+1 → Xi}i0 of DM stacks such that every ρi is
representable and affine, there exists a projective limit X∞ = lim←−Xi . In fact, for each i, there is
an OX0 -algebra Ai such that Xi ∼= SpecAi (see [23, §14.2]) and the Ai ’s constitute an induc-
tive system. We can see that X∞ := Spec(lim−→Ai ) is the projective limit of the given projective
system.
From Theorem 18, the projective system {JnX }n (respectively {J lnX }n) has the projective
limit
J∞X := lim←−JnX
(
respectively J l∞X := lim←−J lnX
)
.
Then the point set |J∞X | is identified with the set of the equivalence classes of the twisted arcs
Dl → X with respect to the following equivalent relation: Let γi :Dl → X , i = 1,2, be∞,K ∞,Ki
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diagram
Dl∞,K3 Dl∞,K1
γ1
Dl∞,K2 γ2 X
is commutative, then γ1 and γ2 are equivalent.
Remark 19. For two stacks X and Y , we can define a Hom-stack Hom(X ,Y) which parameter-
izes morphisms from X to Y , and its substackHomrep(X ,Y) which parameterizes representable
morphisms. Olsson [27] proved that if X and Y are Deligne–Mumford stacks satisfying certain
conditions, then Hom(X ,Y) is a Deligne–Mumford stack. and Homrep(X ,Y) is its open sub-
stack. Then, Aoki [2] proved that Hom(X ,Y) is an Artin stack if X and Y are Artin stacks
satisfying certain conditions. The stack J lnX of twisted n-jets of order l (n < ∞) is identical
with Homrep(Dln,X ).
2.2.3. Inertia stack
Definition 20. To each DM stack X , we associate the inertia stack IX defined as follows; an
object of IX is a pair (x,α) with x an object of X and α ∈ Aut(x) and a morphism (x,α) →
(y,β) in IX is a morphism φ :x → y in X with φα = βφ.
It is known that IX is isomorphic to X ×Δ,X×X ,Δ X , where Δ :X → X × X is the diag-
onal morphism. Then the forgetting morphism IX → X is isomorphic to the first projection
X ×Δ,X×X ,Δ X → X . Since we have supposed that X is separated, the diagonal morphism is
finite and unramified. Hence the forgetting morphism IX →X is so as well.
Definition 21. Let l be a positive integer prime to char(k). We define I lX ⊂ IX to be the open
and closed substack of objects (x,α) such that the order of α is l.
Proposition 22. Assume that k contains all lth roots of unity. Then for each choice of a primitive
lth root ζ of unity, there is a natural isomorphism J l0X ∼= I lX .
Proof. The assertion follows from the fact that giving a representable morphism Dl0 ×S →X is
equivalent to giving an object x over S ofX and an embeddingμl ↪→ Aut(x), which is equivalent
to giving the image of ζ ∈ μl . 
The inertia stack is the algebraic counterpart of the twisted sector of an analytic orbifold,
which was used to define the orbifold cohomology in [6]. Since for k = C, there is a canonical
choice exp(2π
√−1/l) of a primitive lth root of unity, we have a natural isomorphism J0X ∼=
IX .
2.3. Morphism of stacks of twisted jets
As we saw above, for a representable morphism Y → X of DM stacks, we have a naturally
induced morphism J lnY → J lnX . For a morphism X → X from a DM stack to an algebraic
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consider the composition Dln,S → X → X. From the universality of the coarse moduli space, it
uniquely factors as Dln,S → Dn,S → X up to isomorphism of Dn,S . Putting the condition that
Dln,S = [Dnl,S/μl,k] → Dn,S is defined by t → t l , we obtain a unique jet on X.
We generalize these to a general (not necessarily representable) morphism of DM stacks.
Proposition 23. Let f :Y → X be a morphism of DM stacks. Then for 0  n ∞, we have a
natural morphism fn :JnY → JnX .
Proof. We may assume n < ∞. Let Dln,S → Y be an object over a scheme S of J lnY . Then the
composite Dln,S → Y → X is not in general representable. Take the canonical decomposition
Dln,S → E → X as in Lemma 25. If S is connected, E must be isomorphic to Dl
′
n,S for some
divisor l′ of l. We choose the isomorphism E ∼= Dl′n,S so that the morphism Dln,S → E ∼= Dl
′
n
induces a morphism Dnl,S → Dnl′,S of atlases defined by t → t l/ l′ . Thus we obtain a twisted jet
Dl′n,S →X over X and a morphism JnY → JnX . 
Lemma 24.
(1) Let f :Y → X be a barely faithful and étale morphism of DM stacks. Then the natural
morphism f¯ : Y¯ → X¯ of the coarse moduli spaces is étale.
(2) Let Y →X be a barely faithful and étale morphism of DM stacks and Z →X an arbitrary
morphism of DM stacks. Then the coarse moduli space Y ×X Z of the fiber product Y×X Z
is canonically isomorphic to the fiber product Y¯ ×X¯ Z¯ of the coarse moduli spaces.
Proof. (1) Let y be a geometric point of Y , let x := f (y) and let y¯ and x¯ be the geometric
points of Y¯ and X¯ corresponding to y and x, respectively. We denote by OY,y , OX ,x , OY¯,y¯
and OX¯ ,x¯ the local rings for the étale topology at y, x, y¯ and x¯, respectively. Since Y → X is
étale, OY,y ∼=OX ,x . The fiber products SpecOX¯ ,x¯ ×X¯ X and SpecOY¯,y¯ ×Y¯ Y are isomorphic
to quotient stacks [SpecOX ,x/Aut(x)] and [SpecOY,y/Aut(y)] respectively (see [1, the proof
of Lemma 2.2.3]). Since Aut(y) ∼= Aut(x), we have[
SpecOX ,x/Aut(x)
]∼= [SpecOY,y/Aut(y)].
Since SpecOX¯ ,x¯ → X¯ and SpecOY¯,y¯ → Y¯ are flat, SpecOX¯ ,x¯ and SpecOY¯,y¯ are respectively
the coarse moduli spaces of SpecOX¯ ,x¯ ×X¯ X and SpecOY¯,y¯ ×Y¯ Y (see [21]). As a result,
OY¯,y¯ ∼=OAut(y)Y,y ∼=OAut(x)X ,x ∼=OX¯ ,x¯ ,
which shows the assertion.
(2) Since the second projection Y ×X Z → Z is barely faithful and étale, the natural mor-
phism Y ×X Z → Z¯ of the coarse moduli spaces is étale. The morphism Y¯ → X¯ is also
étale. Hence the second projection Y¯ ×X¯ Z¯ → Z¯ is étale. It follows that the natural mor-
phism Y ×X Z → Y¯ ×X¯ Z¯ is étale. This is also surjective and universally injective. From [14,
Théorème 17.9.1], this is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 25 (Canonical factorization). Let f :W → V be a morphism of DM stacks. Then there
are a DM stack W ′ and morphisms g :W →W ′ and h :W ′ → V such that
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(2) h is representable, and
(3) (universality) Let g′ :W → Z and h′ :Z → V be morphisms of DM stacks. If h′ is repre-
sentable and if the diagram of solid arrows
W
g′
g
Z
h′
W ′
h
i
V
is commutative, then there is a morphism i :W ′ → Z making the whole diagram commuta-
tive, which is unique up to unique 2-isomorphism.
Proof. Let M → V be an atlas. It induces a groupoid space M×VM⇒M . The stack associated
to the groupoid space is canonically identified with V . Let WM :=W ×V M . Similarly we can
obtain some structureWM ×WWM ⇒WM like a groupoid space, but each object is not a variety
but a DM stack. Since the projections M ×W M⇒M are barely faithful and étale, and since the
diagram
WM ×W WM WM
M ×V M M
is cartesian, the projections WM ×W WM ⇒ WM are barely faithful and étale. Thanks to
Lemma 24, taking the coarse moduli spaces of the objects in the groupoid-like structure
WM ×W WM ⇒WM , we obtain a groupoid space WM ×W WM ⇒WM . Let N →WM be
an atlas. Then the composite N →WM →W is also an atlas. So we have another groupoid
space N ×W N ⇒N . Now there are naturally induced morphisms of the groupoid spaces
(N ×W N ⇒N) → (WM ×W WM ⇒WM)→ (M ×V M⇒M),
and the corresponding morphisms of DM stacks
W →W ′ → V,
where W ′ is the stack associated to WM ×W WM ⇒Wm. They clearly satisfy conditions (1)
and (2).
Suppose that there are morphisms g′ :W →Z and h′ :Z → V as in condition (3). Taking the
fiber products ×VM , we obtain the following diagram of solid arrows:
WM ZM
WM
iM
M.
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the coarse moduli space, there is a morphism iM making the whole diagram commutative, which
is unique up to unique 2-isomorphism. It implies condition (3). 
Because of the universality, the morphisms g and h are uniquely determined. We call it the
canonical factorization of f . For each point y ∈ Y and its image x ∈ X , we have a homo-
morphism of the automorphism groups φ : Aut(y) → Aut(x). Then the canonical factorization
corresponds to the factorization of φ,
Aut(y) Im(φ) ↪→ Aut(x).
The canonical factorization is a generalization of the coarse moduli space. Indeed, in the lemma,
if V is an algebraic space, then W ′ is the coarse moduli space of W .
3. Motivic integration
3.1. Convergent stacks
In this subsection, we construct the semiring in which integrals take values.
Definition 26. A convergent stack is the pair (X , α) of a DM stack X and a function
α : {connected component of X } → Z
such that
(1) there are at most countably many connected components,
(2) all connected components are of finite type, and
(3) for every m ∈ Z, there are at most finitely many connected components V with dimV +
α(V) > m.
We say that X is the underlying stack of (X , α).
We abbreviate (X , α) as X , if it causes no confusion. A DM stack of finite type X is identified
with the convergent stack (X ,0).
A morphism f : (Y, β) → (X , α) of convergent stacks is a morphism f :Y → X of the un-
derlying stacks with β = α ◦f . A morphism of convergent stacks is called an isomorphism if it is
an isomorphism of the underlying stacks. We say that convergent stacks X and Y are isomorphic
(write X ∼= Y) if there is an isomorphism between them.
If (X , α) is a convergent stack and X ′ is a locally closed substack of X , and if ι :X ′ ↪→X is
the inclusion map, then (X ′, α ◦ ι) is a convergent stack We call this a convergent substack of X .
In the category of convergent stacks, we have the disjoint union and the product of two objects:
Let (X , α) and (Y, β) be convergent stacks. The disjoint union (X , α) unionsq (Y, β) of them is the
convergent stack (X unionsq Y, γ ) such that γ |X = α and γ |Y = β . The product (X , α) × (Y, β) is
the convergent stack (X × Y, γ ) such that for a connected component V ⊂ X × Y , γ (V) =
α(p1(V))+ β(p2(V)).
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to be
max
{
dimV + α(V) | V ⊂X connected component}.
By convention, we put dim∅ = −∞.
Definition 28. Let R′ be the set of the isomorphism classes of convergent stacks. For each n ∈ Z,
we define ∼n to be the strongest equivalence relation of R′ satisfying the following basic rela-
tions:
(1) If X and Y are convergent stacks with dimY < n, then X ∼n X unionsqY .
(2) If X ⊂ Y is a convergent closed substack, then Y ∼n (Y \X )unionsqX . (Here unionsq is not the disjoint
union in Y .)
(3) Let (Y, β) and (X , α) be convergent stacks and f :Y → X a representable morphism of
underlying stacks. Suppose that for every geometric point x of X , the fiber f−1(x) is con-
nected (so we can define β(f−1(x)) ∈ Z in an obvious way), and isomorphic to an affine
space of dimension α(x)− β(f−1(x)). Then (Y, β) ∼n (X , α).
Namely X ∼n Y if and only if X and Y can be connected by finitely many basic relations above.
We define an equivalence relation ∼ of R′ as follows: For a, b ∈ R′, a ∼ b if and only if a ∼n b
for all n ∈ Z.
For example, we have
(Speck,0) ∼ (A1k,−1)∼ (A1k \ {0},−1) unionsq (A1,−2)∼∐
i∈N
(
A1k \ {0},−i
)
.
Definition 29. We define R to be R′ modulo ∼. For a convergent stack X , we denote by {X } the
equivalence class of X .
Lemma 30. Let X and Y be convergent stacks. If X ∼ Y , then dimX = dimY .
Proof. By definition, for all n, X and Y are connected by finitely many basic relations in Defi-
nition 28. For n 0, these relations preserve the dimension. Hence dimX = dimY . 
From the lemma, we have a map
dim :R → Z ∪ {−∞}, {X } → dimX .
Lemma 31. Let X1, X2, Y1 and Y2 be convergent stacks. If X1 ∼ X2 and Y1 ∼ Y2, then X1 unionsq
Y1 ∼X2 unionsqY2 and X1 ×Y1 ∼X2 ×Y2.
Proof. The assertion X1 unionsqY1 ∼X2 unionsqY2 is clear.
If X1 ∼n X2, then X1 and X2 are connected by the basic relations in Definition 28. Therefore
X1×Y ∼n+dimY X2×Y for any convergent stack Y . This implies that ifX1 ∼X2, thenX1×Y ∼
X2 ×Y . This proves the second assertion. 
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{X × Y}. The element {∅} is the unit of addition and the element {Speck} = {(Speck,0)} is
the unit of product. We denote the element {A1k} = {(Speck,1)} by L. This is clearly invertible
(L−1 = {(Speck,−1)}).
Let I be a countable set and let Xi , i ∈ I , be convergent stacks. If for every m ∈ Z, there are at
most finitely many i ∈ I with dimXi > m, then the disjoint union ∐i∈I Xi is also a convergent
stack. In other words, if xi ∈ R, i ∈ I , and if there are finitely many i ∈ I with dimxi > m, then
the infinite sum
∑
i∈I xi is defined. Note that
∑
i∈I xi is independent of the order of I . Moreover,
the following holds: If Ij ⊂ I are subsets with I =∐j Ij , then we have
∑
i∈I
xi =
∑
j
∑
i∈Ij
xi .
Definition 32. We define R¯ := R ∪ {∞}.
This is still a semigroup by x + ∞ = ∞ for any x ∈ R¯. Let I be a countable set and xi ∈ R¯,
i ∈ I . Either if there exists i ∈ I with xi = ∞ or if for some m ∈ Z, there exist infinitely many i
with dimxi > m, then we define
∑
i∈I xi := ∞. Thus in the semigroup R¯, the sum of arbitrary
countable collection of elements is defined.
We can see the following basic properties of the map dim.
Lemma 33.
(1) For x, y ∈ R, dim(x × y) = dimx + dimy.
(2) Let I be a countable set and xi ∈ R, i ∈ I . If∑i∈I xi = ∞, then dim∑i∈I xi = max{dimxi |
i ∈ I }.
Remark 34. Originally, the motivic integration was defined in a ring deriving from the
Grothendieck ring of varieties, in precise, a completion of a localization of the Grothendieck
ring (see [9]). In the Grothendieck ring, there are negative elements, that is, there is the inverse
of any class of varieties. This causes some problems. For example, the Grothendieck ring of
varieties is not a domain [28]. However we do not really need negative elements to construct
the integration theory. Thus it is natural to replace the Grothendieck ring with the Grothendieck
semiring.
However we do not superficially use the Grothendieck semiring. Instead, we consider a suf-
ficiently large set (the set of the isomorphism classes of convergent stacks or spaces) and take
its quotient by relations needed below. Advantages of this approach are that each element of the
obtained semiring corresponds to a “geometric” object and that we do not have to use algebraic
operations on semirings like the localization and the completion.
3.2. Convergent spaces and coarse moduli spaces
A convergent space is defined to be a convergent stack (X , α) such that the underlying stack
X is an algebraic space.
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n ∈ Z, we define n to be the strongest equivalence relation of S′ satisfying the following basic
relations:
(1) If f :Y → X is a morphism of convergent spaces which is finite, surjective and universally
injective, then X n Y .
(2) If X and Y are convergent spaces with dimY < n, then X n X unionsq Y .
(3) If X ⊂ Y is a convergent closed subspace, then Y n (Y \X) unionsqX.
(4) Let (Y,β) and (X,α) be convergent spaces and f :Y → X a morphism of underlying al-
gebraic spaces. Suppose that for every geometric point x ∈ X(K), the fiber f−1(x) is
connected and there exists a finite, surjective and universally injective morphism
Aα(x)−β(f
−1(x))
K /G → f−1(x)
for some finite group action G  Aα(x)−β(f
−1(x))
K . Then (Y,β) n (X,α).
We define an equivalence relation  of R′ as follows: For a, b ∈ R′, a  b if and only if a n b
for all n ∈ Z.
A finite, surjective and universally injective morphism induces an equivalence of étale sites
[15, IX, Théorème 4.10] and an isomorphism of étale cohomology. We will use this fact in the
following subsection.
Definition 36. We define S to be S′ modulo .
The set S has a semiring structure as R does.
For a DM stack X , we denote by X¯ its coarse moduli space. For a convergent stack X =
(X , α), we can give a natural convergent space structure to the coarse moduli space X¯ . We
denote this convergent space also by X¯ .
Proposition 37. There is a semiring homomorphism
R → S, {X } → {X¯ }.
Proof. First, to show that there is a map of sets, we have to show that for each n, if X and Y are
in one of the basic relations in Definition 28, then X¯ n Y¯ .
Concerning the first basic relation, this is clear. We next consider the second one. If X ⊂ Y
is a convergent closed substack and X ⊂ Y¯ is a convergent closed subspace which is the image
of Y , then the natural morphism X¯ → X is finite, surjective and universally injective. Thus
Y¯ n Y \X unionsq Y¯ .
Let f :Y → X be a morphism of DM stacks and g :Y → X the corresponding morphism
of the coarse moduli spaces. Let x : SpecK → X be a geometric point and x¯ : SpecK → X the
corresponding point of the coarse moduli space. Suppose that f−1(x) ∼= AdK . Then there is a
natural morphism AdK/Aut(x) → g−1(x¯) which is finite, surjective and universally injective.
This implies that if X and Y is in the last basic relation in Definition 28, then X¯ and Y¯ are in the
last basic relation in Definition 35.
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Next, to show that this map is a semiring homomorphism, we have to show that
{X¯ }{Y¯} := {X¯ × Y¯} = {X ×Y}.
There is a natural morphism X ×Y → X¯ × Y¯ . This is finite, surjective and universally injective.
It follows that {X¯ × Y¯} = {X ×Y}. 
3.3. Cohomology realization
To control huge semirings R and S, it is useful to consider homomorphisms from these
semirings to smaller and easier ones. The cohomology theory helps to construct such homomor-
phisms.
3.3.1. The Grothendieck ring of an abelian category
Let C be an abelian category. Its Grothendieck ring K0(C) is defined to be the free abelian
group generated by isomorphism classes [M] of objects M of C modulo the following relation:
If there is a short exact sequence
0 → M1 →M2 →M3 → 0,
then [M2] = [M1]+[M3]. It is easy to see that given a sequence 0 =M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Mn =M ,
then we have an equation
[M] =
n−1∑
i=0
[Mi+1/Mi].
Every object M of C has a Jordan–Hölder sequence 0 = M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mn = M , that
is, all Mi+1/Mi are simple objects. Then the semisimplification Mss is by definition the
associated graded
⊕
i Mi+1/Mi of the sequence. It is a semisimple object and its isomor-
phism class depends only on M . We have [M] = [Mss]. If M1 and M2 are semisimple and
[M1] = [M2] ∈ K0(C), then M1 and M2 are isomorphic. If M1 and M2 are arbitrary objects and
[M1] = [M2] ∈ K0(C), then Mss1 ∼=Mss2 .
3.3.2. Mixed Hodge structures
Now we consider the case where C is the category of (rational) mixed Hodge structures, de-
noted MHS. Since every mixed Hodge structure has, by definition, a weight filtration whose
associated graded is a pure Hodge structure, the Grothendieck ring K0(MHS) is, in fact, gener-
ated by the classes of pure Hodge structures. For a variety X over C, we define
χh(X) :=
∑
i
(−1)i[Hic (X,Q)] ∈ K0(MHS).
For a variety X and its closed subvariety V , since there is the localization sequence
· · · → Hic (X \ V )→ Hic (X) →Hic (V ) →Hi+1c (X \ V )→ ·· · ,
we have χh(X) = χh(X \ V )+ χh(V ). We denote [Q(−1)] = χh(A1) by L.k
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Suppose that k is a finite field. Let p be a prime number different from the characteris-
tic of k and Qp be the p-adic field. Then the compact-supported p-adic cohomology groups
Hic (X ⊗ k¯,Qp) are finite dimensional Qp-vector spaces with continuous actions of the absolute
Galois group Gk = Gal(k¯/k).
Let V be an arbitrary Galois representation, that is, a finite dimensional Qp-vector space with
continuous Gk-action. We say that V is pure of weight i ∈ Q if every eigenvalue α ∈ Q¯p of the
Frobenius action on V is algebraic and all complex conjugates of α have absolute value p−i/2.
We say that V is mixed (of weight  in, i0) if there is a filtration 0 = Wi0 ⊂ Wi1 ⊂ · · · ⊂
Win = V (ij ∈ Q) such that Wij /Wij−1 is pure of weight ij . (We admit rational weights for later
use.)
Let MR(Gk,Qp) be the category of mixed Galois representations. This category is abelian.
For a variety X, Hic (X ⊗k k¯,Qp) is mixed [8]. Define
χp(X) :=
∑
i
(−1)i[Hic (X ⊗k k¯,Qp)] ∈ K0(MR(Gk,Qp)).
Then this invariant have the same properties as χh, namely, χp(X) = χp(X \ V )+ χp(V ) for a
closed subvariety V ⊂X, and χp(X × Y) = χp(X)χp(Y ).
3.3.4. Completions of Grothendieck rings
Let FmK0(MHS) ⊂ K0(MHS) be the subgroup generated by the elements [H ] with H of
weight −2m. We define the completion
Kˆ0(MHS) := lim←−K0(MHS)/FmK0(MHS).
Since FmK0(MHS) · FmK0(MHS)⊂ Fm+nK0(MHS), Kˆ0(MHS) has a ring structure.
Lemma 38. The natural map K0(MHS)→ Kˆ0(MHS) is injective.
Proof. Let α =∑i ni[Hi] ∈ K0(MHS). Then if we put αw :=∑ni[GrwW Hi], we have that α =∑
w αw and that α = 0 if and only if αw = 0 for every w. Moreover, α ∈ Fm if and only if
αw = 0 for every w > −2m. Now we can see that ⋂m FmK0(MHS) = {0} and the completion
map is injective. 
Next we define a completion of K0(MR(Gk,Qp)). For each integer m, we define
FmK0(MR(Gk,Qp)) ⊂ K0(MR(Gk,Qp)) to be the subgroup generated by the elements [V ]
with V of weight −2m. We define
Kˆ0
(
MR(Gk,Qp)
) := lim←−K0(MR(Gk,Qp))/FmK0(MR(Gk,Qp)).
This is also a ring. The natural map K0(MR(Gk,Qp)) → Kˆ0(MR(Gk,Qp)) is also injective.
3.3.5. Maps from R and S
When k = C, for a convergent space X = (X,α), we define
χh(X) :=
∑
χh(V )Lα(V ) ∈ Kˆ0(MHS).
V⊂X
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are at most finitely many V with dimV + α(V ) > m. Since χh(V ) is of weight  2 dimV , for
every m ∈ Z, there are at most finitely many V with χh(V )Lα(V ) /∈ F−mK0(MHS). Therefore
χh(X) is well defined.
When k is a finite field, for a convergent space X, we similarly define
χp(X) :=
∑
V⊂X
χp(V )Lα(V ) ∈ Kˆ0
(
MR(Gk,Qp)
)
.
Proposition 39. When k = C, we have a semiring homomorphism
S → Kˆ0(MHS), {X} → χh(X).
When k is a finite field, we have a semiring homomorphism
S → Kˆ0
(
MR(Gk,Qp)
)
, {X} → χp(X).
Proof. If the maps are well defined, then these are obviously semiring homomorphisms.
Now it suffices to show that for every n ∈ Z, the basic relations in Definition 35 preserves
χh(X) modulo F−nKˆ0(MHS) or χp(X) modulo F−nKˆ0(MR(Gk,Qp)). Here F−nKˆ0(MHS) and
F−nKˆ0(MR(Gk,Qp)) are the completions of F−nK0(MHS) and F−nK0(MR(Gk,Qp)). The sec-
ond basic relation clearly does.
The basic relations except for the second one, in fact, preserves χh(X) and χp(X) even in
Kˆ0(MHS) and Kˆ0(MR(Gk,Qp)). Only the fourth one is not trivial. This results from Lemma 40
and the fact that a finite, surjective and universally injective morphism is an homeomorphism both
in analytic topology and in étale topology (for étale topology, see [15, IX, Théorème 4.10]). 
Lemma 40. Suppose that k is either C or a finite field. Let f :Y → X be a morphism of varieties
and d a positive integer. Suppose that for every geometric point x ∈ X(K), the fiber f−1(x) has
the same compact-supported cohomology as AdK . Then we have
χh(Y ) = χh(X)Ld (k = C),
χp(Y ) = χp(X)Ld (k finite field).
Proof. We discuss χh and χp together and write Qp as Q. There is a spectral sequence
E
i,j
2 =Hic
(
X,Rjf!Q
)⇒ Hi+jc (Y,Q).
From Grothendieck’s generic flatness, we may assume that f is flat. Then from the assumption,
we have
Rjf!Q =
{
Q(−d) (j = 2d),
0 (j = 2d),
and the spectral sequence degenerates. Hence we have an isomorphism
Hi+2dc (Y,Q) ∼=Hic (X,Q)⊗ Q(−d),
which implies the lemma. 
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R → Kˆ0(MHS), X → χh(X¯ ), and
R → Kˆ0
(
MR(Gk,Qp)
)
, X → χp(X¯ ).
3.4. Cylinders and motivic measure
Let X be a smooth DM stack X of finite type and pure dimension d .
Definition 41. Let n ∈ Z0. A subset A ⊂ |J∞X | is said to be an n-cylinder if A = π−1n πn(A)
and πn(A) is a constructible subset. A subset A ⊂ |J∞X | is said to be a cylinder if it is an
n-cylinder for some n.
The collection of cylinders is stable under finite unions and finite intersections. For a cylinder
A and n ∈ Z0 such that A is an n-cylinder, we define
μX (A) :=
{
πn(A)
}
L−nd ∈ R.
This is independent of n, thanks to Lemma 43.
Remark 42. In some articles, μ˜X (A) is defined to be {πn(A)}L−(n+1)d instead of {πn(A)}L−nd .
However the difference is just superficial.
Lemma 43. Let X be a smooth DM stack of pure dimension d . Let p :Jn+1X → JnX be the
natural projection. Then for every geometric point z ∈ (JnX )(K), the fiber p−1(z) is isomorphic
to AdK .
Proof. We may assume that X is a quotient stack [M/G]. Then
J lnX ∼=
∐
a∈Conjl (G)
[
J
(a)
nl M/Ca
]
.
Therefore it suffices to show that the fiber of the morphism J (a)(n+1)lM → J (a)nl M over any geo-
metric point is isomorphic to an affine space of dimension d . Now we can take a completion of
M at a K-point w,
Mˆ = SpecKx1, . . . , xd.
Let a :μl ↪→ G be an embedding. By the natural morphism J (a)nl Mˆ → J (a)nl M , the space
(J
(a)
nl Mˆ)(K) is identified with the fiber of J
(a)
nl M → M over w. Assume that the μl-action on
M through a is diagonal and that ζ ∈ μl sends xi to ζ ai xi with 1  ai  l. Then (J (a)nl M)(K)
parameterizes the homomorphisms Kx1, . . . , xd → Kt/tnl+1 which send xi to an element
of the form
c0t
ai + c1t l+ai + c2t2l+ai + · · · + cn−1t (n−1)l+ai , ci ∈ K.
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It is obvious that μX is a finite additive measure:
Proposition 44. If A and Ai (i = 1, . . . , n) are cylinders such that A=∐1in Ai , then
μX (A) =
n∑
i=1
μX (Ai).
3.5. Integrals of measurable functions
Definition 45. Let A ⊂ |J∞X | be a subset. A function F :A → R is said to be measurable if
there are countably many cylinders Ai such that A =∐i Ai and the restriction of F to each Ai
is constant.
We define the integral of a measurable function F :A→ R as follows:∫
A
F dμX :=
∑
F(Ai) ·μX (Ai) ∈ R¯.
Definition 46. Let A ⊂ |J∞X | be a cylinder. If n ∈ Z0 is such that A is an n-cylinder, we
define
codimA := codim(πn(A), |JnX |).
Lemma 47. The integral of a measurable function F is independent of the choice of Ai .
Proof. Let Ai , Bi , i ∈ N, be cylinders such that F |Ai and F |Bi are constant for all i and A =∐
i∈N Ai =
∐
i∈N Bi . We assume that {Bi} is a refinement of {Ai}. The general case can be
reduced to this case. Let Si := {j ∈ N | Bj ⊂ Ai}, let η1, . . . , ηu be the generic points of the
irreducible components of Ai and let jv ∈ Si , 1 v  u be such that ηv ∈ Bjv . Then we see that
for j ′ ∈ Si \ {j1, . . . , ju},
codimBj ′  codim
(
Ai
∖ ⋃
1vu
Bjv
)
> codimAi.
Repeating this argument, we see that for every m ∈ Z, there are at most finitely many j ∈ Si such
that codimBj < m. It means that for every n ∈ Z, there is a finite subset Si,n ⊂ Si such that for
j ∈ Si \ Si,n, dimμX (Bj ) < n. For every n, we have
μX (Ai) ∼n μX
( ∐
j∈Si,n
Bj
)
∼n
∑
j∈Si
μX (Bj ).
Hence μX (Ai) =
∑
j∈Si μX (Bj ). This proves the lemma. (In fact, Si is a finite set. See [24,
Lemma 2.3].) 
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the ideal sheaf IZ of a closed substack Z ⊂X and takes values in Z0 outside |J∞Z| ⊂ |J∞X |
and the infinity on |J∞Z|. Thus a function LordIZ is not defined on |J∞Z| (at least, as a
R-valued function). However, if Z  X , then this does not cause any problem, because |J∞Z|
is too small to affect integrals.
Definition 48. A subset A ⊂ |J∞X | is said to be negligible if there are cylinders Ai , i ∈ N such
that A=⋂i Ai and limi→∞ codimAi = ∞.
Proposition 49. Let Z ⊂ X be a locally closed substack of dimension d ′ < d . Then a subset
|J∞Z| ⊂ |J∞X | is negligible.
Proof. We have
|J∞Z| =
⋂
n0
π−1n πn
(|J∞Z|).
From Lemma 52, π−1n πn(|J∞Z|) are cylinders, and from Lemma 54,
lim
n→∞ codimπ
−1
n πn
(|J∞Z|)= ∞.
Hence |J∞Z| is negligible. 
Removing a negligible subset from the domain or adding one to the domain does not change
the value of integrals:
Proposition 50. Let F :A→ R be a function and B ⊂A a negligible subset. If F is measurable,
then F |A\B is measurable and
∫
A
F dμX =
∫
A\B
F dμX .
Proof. Let Ai , i ∈ N, be cylinders such that A =∐i Ai and F |Ai are constant for all i. Let Bi ,
i ∈ N be cylinders such that B =⋂i Bi and limi→∞ codimBi = ∞. We may assume that B1 =A
and Bi+1 ⊂ Bi for all i. We put Ci := Bi \ Bi+1. Then Ci are mutually disjoint cylinders such
that
∐
i∈N Ci = A \ B and limi→∞ codimCi = ∞. For i, j ∈ N, we put Aij := Ai ∩ Cj . These
are cylinders with
∐
i,j Aij =A \B . Since F |Aij are constant for all i, j , F |A\B is measurable.
We have
∫
A\B
F dμX =
∑
i
∑
j
F (Aij ) ·μX (Aij ).
Therefore, to prove the equation of the proposition, it suffices to show μX (Ai) =
∑
j μX (Aij ).
By definition, we have Ai \Bj0+1 =
∐
jj Aij . For every n ∈ Z, if j0 is sufficiently large, then0
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( ∐
jj0
Aij
)
∼n
∑
j
μX (Aij ).
Hence μX (Ai) =
∑
j μX (Aij ). 
By abuse of terminology, we say that F is a measurable function on a subset A even if F is a
measurable function defined only on A \B with B negligible, and write
∫
A
F dμX =
∫
A\B
F dμX .
Remark 51. The definition of the measurable function in this paper differs from that in [10,
Appendix].
3.5.1. Lemmas
Lemma 52. Let Z be a DM stack of finite type. Then there is a monotone increasing function
φ :Z0 → Z0 such that φ(n) n for all n and
πn
(|J∞Z|)= Im(|Jφ(n)Z| → |JnZ|).
In particular, πn(|J∞Z|) ⊂ |JnZ| is a constructible subset.
In the case where Z is a scheme, this was proved by Greenberg [13] by using Newton–Hensel
lemma (called Newton’s lemma in [13]). We prove Lemma 52 by using the equivariant version
of Newton–Hensel lemma (Lemma 53).
Proof. The second assertion of the lemma follows from the first and Chevalley’s theorem for
stacks [23, Théorème 5.9.4].
We may assume that Z ∼= [Z/G] with Z = SpecR an affine scheme and G a finite group.
Furthermore we may assume that k contains all lth roots of unity for l prime to the characteristic
of k such that there is an element g ∈G of order l. From Proposition 16, the first assertion of the
lemma is equivalent to the following:
 For every a :μl ↪→G, there is a monotone increasing function φ :Z0 → Z0 such that for
every n, φ(n) n and
Im
(
J
(a)
φ(n)lZ → J (a)nl Z
)= Im(J (a)∞ Z → J (a)nl Z).
We prove  by the induction on dimZ. There exists a μl-equivariant embedding of Z into
Ad = Speck[x1, . . . , xd ] on which μl acts diagonally. Let I ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xd ] be the defining ideal
of Z. For some positive integer s, we have
√
I ⊃ I ⊃ (√I )s .
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√
I and (
√
I )s , respectively. Then for
every m, we have
J
(a)
ml Zred ⊂ J (a)ml Z ⊂ J (a)ml Zsred ⊂ J (a)ml Ad
and
J (a)∞ Zred = J (a)∞ Z = J (a)∞ Zsred.
Hence it suffices to show for Zred and Zsred. If m′ is such that m′l+ 1mls + s, then we have
Im
(
J
(a)
m′l Z
s
red → J (a)ml Ad
)⊂ J (a)ml Zred.
Hence it suffices to show only for Z reduced.
Then clearly holds if Z is of dimension zero.
We can also assume that Z is irreducible: Let Z1, . . . ,Zq be the irreducible components of Z
and let W :=⋃i =j Zi ∩Zj . Since dimW < dimZ, by the inductive assumption, holds for W .
Every γ ∈ J∞Z \ J∞W lies in only one component Zi . Thus assertion for Z follows from
for Z1, . . . ,Zq .
Suppose that Z is irreducible, reduced and of positive dimension. Let f1, . . . , fs ∈
k[x1, . . . , xd ]μl be μl-invariant polynomials defining Z and r := codim(Z,Ad)  s. Reorder-
ing suitably f1, . . . , fs , we have that Z is an irreducible component of V := V (f1, . . . , fr). Let
J := det
(
∂fi
∂xj
)
1ir,1jr
.
Since k is perfect and Z is reduced, Z is generically smooth. Therefore, if necessary, reorder-
ing variables x1, . . . , xd , we may assume that the subscheme S := V (f1, . . . , fs, J ) ⊂ Z is of
dimension <dimZ: Let W be the intersection of Z and the closure of V \ Z and let X ⊂ Z
be the scheme-theoretic union of W and S, which is of dimension < dimZ. By the inductive
assumption, there exists a monotone increasing function ψ such that
Im
(
J (a)∞ X → J (a)nl X
)= Im(J (a)ψ(n)lX → J (a)nl X).
Let K ⊃ k be a field extension. A K-point γ of J (a)∞ Ad corresponds to a μl-equivariant Kt-
algebra homomorphism
γ ∗ :Kt[x1, . . . , xd ] → Kt.
Suppose that ζ ∈ μl sends xi to ζ ai xi , 0 ai  l−1. Let γ ∈ (J (a)∞ Ad)(K) be such that πnl(γ ) ∈
J
(a)
nl Z \ J (a)nl X and let nl  e < (n+ 1)l be the unique integer such that e +
∑r
i=1 ai ≡ 0 mod l.
Since πnl(γ ) /∈ J (a)nl S, we have
γ ∗(J ) ≡ 0 mod (tnl+1) (and mod (te+1)).
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∑r
i=1 ai)+ l, then there is γ ′ ∈ J (a)∞ V
such that
πnl(γ
′) = πnl(γ ).
Moreover, πml(γ ) must lie in J (a)ml Z and γ ′ in J
(a)∞ Z. Hence there exists a monotone increasing
function τ such that
Im
(
J (a)∞ Z → J (a)nl Z
) \ J (a)nl X = Im(J (a)τ(n)lZ → J (a)nl Z) \ J (a)nl X.
We show that  holds for φ := τ ◦ ψ . Let v ∈ Im(J (a)φ(n)lZ → J (a)nl Z) be an arbitrary
point. We have to show that v ∈ Im(J (a)∞ Z → J (a)nl Z). This holds, either if v /∈ J (a)nl X or if
v ∈ Im(J (a)ψ(n)lX → J (a)nl X). If it is not the case, there exists w ∈ Im(J (a)φ(n)lZ → J (a)ψ(n)lZ) \
J
(a)
ψ(n)lX which maps to v. By the definition of τ , we have w ∈ Im(J (a)∞ Z → J (a)ψ(n)lZ) and
v ∈ Im(J (a)∞ Z → J (a)nl Z). 
Lemma 53 (Equivariant Newton–Hensel lemma). Let l be a positive integer prime to the char-
acteristic of k. Suppose that k contains all lth roots of unity. Suppose that μl acts on k-algebras
kt[x1, . . . , xd ] and kt by
μl  ζ : t → ζ t, xi → ζ ai xi
(
ai ∈ {0,1, . . . , l − 1}
)
and
μl  ζ : t → ζ t, respectively.
Let Λ be the set of μl-equivariant kt-algebra homomorphisms
kt[x1, . . . , xd ] → kt.
Let fi (i = 1,2, . . . , r  d) be elements in the invariant subring kt[x1, . . . , xd ]μl and let
J := det
(
∂fi
∂xj
)
1ir,1jr
∈ kt[x1, . . . , xd ].
Suppose that for a positive integer e such that e′ := e +∑rj=1 aj is divisible by l and for η ∈ Λ,
we have
η(J ) ≡ 0 mod (te+1)
and for i = 1,2, . . . , r ,
η(fi)≡ 0 mod
(
t2e
′+l).
Then there is θ ∈Λ such that for every i,
θ(fi) = 0 and θ(xi) ≡ η(xi) mod
(
te+l
)
.
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only if for every i, γ (xi) ∈ tai · kt l. Consider an k((t))-automorphism
α : k((t))[x1, . . . , xd ] → k((t))[x1, . . . , xd ], xi → t−ai xi .
If γ˜ : k((t))[x1, . . . , xd ] → k((t)) is a k((t))-algebra homomorphism which is the extension of γ ∈
Λ, then for every i, γ˜ ◦α(xi) lies in a subring kt l⊂ kt and hence γ˜ ◦α(kt l[x1, . . . , xd ]) ⊂
kt l. We define a kt l-algebra homomorphism
γ ′ : k

t l
[x1, . . . , xd ] → k

t l

to be the restriction of γ˜ ◦α. Let Λ′ be the set of kt l-algebra homomorphisms kt l[x1, . . . , xd ] →
kt l. Then the map
Λ →Λ′, γ → γ ′
is bijective.
The invariant ring kt[x1, . . . , xd ]μl is generated as a kt l-algebra by the monomials
tbx
b1
1 · · ·xbdd such that b +
∑d
i=1 aibi ≡ 0 mod l. Since
α−1
(
tbx
b1
1 · · ·xbdd
)= tb+∑aibi xb11 · · ·xbdd ∈ kt l[x1, . . . , xd ],
f ′i := α−1(fi) lie in kt l[x1, . . . , xd ]. Let
J ′ := det
(
∂f ′i
∂xj
)
1ir,1jr
.
For any g ∈ k((t))[x1, . . . , xd ], by easy calculation, we can see
∂α−1(g)
∂xi
= tai α−1
(
∂g
∂xi
)
.
Hence we have
J ′ = t
∑r
j=1 aj α−1(J ).
We can assume that (η′(J ′)) = (te′), or equivalently that (η(J )) = (te): For if η′(J ′) = (tc) ⊂
kt l, we replace f1 and f ′1 with te
′−cf1 and te
′−cf ′1.
We have
η′(f ′i ) = η(fi) ∈
(
t2e
′+l)⊂ kt l.
Now from the (non-equivariant) Newton–Hensel lemma [5, Chapitre III, §4, Corollaire 3], there
exists θ ′ ∈Λ′ such that
θ ′(f ′i )= 0 and θ ′(xi) ≡ η′(xi) mod
(
te
′+l).
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Moreover, since θ(xi) = θ ′(xi)tai and η(xi) = η′(xi)tai , we have that for every i,
θ(xi) ≡ η(xi) mod
(
te
′+l+ai ),
hence
θ(xi) ≡ η(xi) mod
(
te+l
)
. 
Lemma 54. Let Z be a DM stack of finite type and dimension d ′.
(1) For every 0 n <∞, every fiber of πn+1(J∞Z) → πn(J∞Z) is of dimension  d ′.
(2) dimπn(J∞Z) d ′(n+ 1).
Proof. The second assertion is a direct consequence of the first. Now we may assume that k is
algebraically closed and Z is a quotient stack [Z/G]. From Proposition 16, it suffices to show
that for every embedding a :μl ↪→G, every closed fiber of a morphism
π(n+1)l
(
J (a)∞ Z
)→ πnl(J (a)∞ Z) (1)
is of dimension  d ′. Take a μl-equivariant embedding
Z ↪→ Ad = Speck[x1, . . . , xd ],
where μl acts on Z through a and on Ad by
μl  ζ :xi → ζ ai xi, 0 ai  l − 1.
Let f = (f1, . . . , fr) be a system of polynomials in k[x1, . . . , xd ] which defines Z. Then
(J
(a)∞ Z)(k) is identified with{
(φ1, . . . , φd) | φi ∈ tai · k

t l
⊂ kt, f(φ1, . . . , φd) = 0}.
Let γ ∈ J (a)∞ Z correspond to (φ1, . . . , φd). Then the fiber of (1) over πnl(γ ) is identified with
B := {(ψ¯1, . . . , ψ¯d) | f(. . . , φi + tai+nlψi, . . .)= 0, ψi ∈ kt l}.
Here ψ¯ is the image of ψ by kt k = kt/t . This is contained in
B ′ := {(ψ¯1, . . . , ψ¯d) | f(. . . , φi + tai+nlψi, . . .)= 0, ψi ∈ kt}.
The equations f(. . . , φi + tai+nlψi, . . .) = 0 define a closed subscheme
Y ⊂ Specktψ1, . . . ,ψd.
The generic fiber of the projection Y → Speckt is isomorphic to Z ⊗k k((t)). Then B ′ is
contained in the intersection of the special fiber and the closure of the generic fiber. Hence
dimB  dimB ′  d ′. 
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We review the motivic integration over singular varieties which was studied by Denef and
Loeser [9]. They assumed that the base field is of characteristic zero. Their arguments however
apply to an arbitrary perfect field, as verified by Sebag [32] in a more general situation. Although
they considered only schemes, we can simply generalize the theory to algebraic spaces.
Comparing a DM stack and its coarse moduli space is an interesting problem. Even if the
stack is smooth, the coarse moduli space is not generally smooth. Therefore, we consider not
only the motivic integration over smooth DM stacks, but also that over singular varieties.
Let X be a reduced variety of pure dimension d . If X is not smooth, then fibers of Jn+1X →
JnX are not generally isomorphic to Ad . From Greenberg’s theorem [13], πn(J∞X) is a con-
structible subset. Denef and Loeser proved that every fiber of πn+1(J∞X) → πn(JnX) is of
dimension  d [9, Lemma 4.3].
For an ideal sheaf I ⊂ OX and γ ∈ (J∞X)(K) with K a field, we define the order of I
along γ to be ordI(γ ) := n if γ−1I = (tn) ⊂ Kt. By convention, we put ordI(γ ) := ∞ if
γ−1I = (0). Thus we have the order function associated to I ,
ordI :J∞X → Z0 ∪ {∞}.
Let JacX be the Jacobian ideal sheaf of X, that is, the d th Fitting ideal of ΩX/k . We define
J♦n X :=
{
πn(γ ) | γ ∈ J∞X, ord JacX(γ ) < n
}⊂ πn(J∞X).
This is a constructible subset of JnX. The fibers of πn+1(J∞X) → πn(J∞X) over J♦n X are
isomorphic to a d-dimensional affine space (see [24, Lemma 9.1]).
Definition 55. A subset A ⊂ J∞X is called an n-cylinder if A = π−1n πn(A) and πn(A) is a
constructible subset in J♦n X. A subset is called a cylinder if it is an n-cylinder for some n ∈ Z0.
For an n-cylinder A, we define codimA := (n+ 1)d − dimπn(A).
For an n-cylinder A, we define
μX(A) :=
{
πn(A)
}
L−nd ∈ R.
As in the case of smooth stacks, we say that a function F :J∞X ⊃A → R is measurable if there
are countably many cylinders Ai such that A =∐i Ai and the restriction of F to each Ai is
constant. For a measurable function F , we define
∫
A
F dμX :=
∑
F(Ai) ·μX (Ai) ∈ R¯.
Definition 56. A subset A ⊂ J∞X is said to be a negligible if there are constructible subsets
Cn ⊂ πn(J∞X), n ∈ N such that A=⋂n∈N π−1n (Cn) and limn→∞ dimCn − dn= −∞.
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subvariety Z ⊂X of positive codimension, J∞Z is a negligible subset of J∞X. We indeed have
J∞Z = J∞Zred =
⋂
n∈N
π−1n πn(J∞Zred),
where Zred ⊂ X is the reduced subscheme associated to Z. As Denef and Loeser proved, the
constructible subset πn(J∞Zred) is of dimension  (n+ 1)dimZ.
Proposition 57. Let F :A → R be a function and B ⊂ A a negligible subset. Then if F is mea-
surable, then F |A\B is measurable and
∫
A
F dμX =
∫
A\B
F dμX .
Proof. Let Ei := {γ ∈ |J∞X| | ord JacX(γ ) = i}, i  0 and let Cn ⊂ πn(J∞X), n ∈ N, be
constructible subsets such that B = ⋂n π−1n (Cn) and limn→∞ dimCn − dn = −∞. Replac-
ing A and B with A ∩ Ei and B ∩ Ei , we may assume that A,B ⊂ Ei for some i. Subsets
C′n := π−1n (Cn) ∩ Ei are cylinders and limn→∞ codimC′n = ∞. Now we can prove the asser-
tions by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 50. 
Again, by abuse of terminology, we say that F is a measurable function on A even if F is a
measurable function defined only on A \B with B negligible.
Let f :Y → X be a proper birational morphism of reduced varieties of pure dimension and
let X′ ⊂ X and Y ′ ⊂ Y be proper closed subsets such that f :Y \ Y ′ ∼= X \ X′. Then from the
valuative criterion for the properness, the map f∞ :J∞Y \ J∞Y ′ → J∞X \ J∞X′ is bijective.
In other words, the map f∞ :J∞Y → J∞X is bijective outside negligible subsets. The most
fundamental theorem in the theory is the following transformation rule (the change of variables
formula) which describes the relation of μX and μY . This was proved by Kontsevich [22], Denef
and Loeser [9], and Sebag [32].
Theorem 58. Let f :Y → X be a proper birational morphism of reduced varieties of pure di-
mension. Assume that Y is smooth. Let Jacf ⊂OY be the Jacobian ideal of the morphism f , that
is, the 0th Fitting ideal of ΩY/X . Let F :J∞X ⊃ A → R be a measurable function. Then F is
measurable if and only if (F ◦ f∞) · L−ord Jacf is measurable. If they are measurable, then we
have ∫
A
F dμX =
∫
f−1∞ (A)
(F ◦ f∞) · L−ord Jacf dμY .
Proof (Sketch of the proof). Let γ ∈ (J∞X)(K). Suppose that γ sends the generic point of
SpecKt into the locus where f−1 is an isomorphism. The theorem is essentially a conse-
quence of the facts that f∞ is bijective outside negligible subsets and that for n  0, the fiber
f−1n (fn ◦ πn(γ )) is isomorphic to an affine space of dimension ord Jacf (γ ). (We generalize this
fact to the stack case in Lemma 68.) 
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In this subsection, we generalize to the stack case the fact that for a proper birational morphism
f of varieties, f∞ is bijective outside negligible subsets.
Definition 59. A morphism f :Y → X of DM stacks is said to be tame if for every geometric
point y of Y , the kernel of Aut(y) → Aut(f (y)) is of order prime to the characteristic of k.
The following are clear.
Lemma 60.
(1) Tame morphisms are stable under base change.
(2) Every representable morphism is tame.
(3) The composite of tame morphisms is tame.
Definition 61. A morphism f :Y → X of DM stacks is said to be birational if there are open
dense substacks Y0 ⊂ Y and X0 ⊂X such that f induces an isomorphism Y0 ∼=X0.
For example, given an effective action of a finite group G on an irreducible variety M (that
is, for 1 = g ∈ G, Mg  M), then the natural morphism from the quotient stack [M/G] to the
quotient variety M/G is birational. More generally, the morphism from a DM stack X to its
coarse moduli space is birational if X contains an open dense substack which is isomorphic to
an algebraic space.
Proposition 62. Let f :Y →X be a tame proper birational morphism of DM stacks. Let Y ′ ⊂ Y
and X ′ ⊂X be closed substacks such that f induces an isomorphism Y \Y ′ ∼=X \X ′. Then the
map
f∞ : |J∞Y| \ |J∞Y ′| → |J∞X | \ |J∞X ′|
is bijective. In particular, if Y and X are either a smooth DM stack or a reduced variety of pure
dimension, then f∞ is bijective outside negligible subsets.
Proof. A weak version of this lemma was proved in [37, Lemma 3.17]. A similar argument
works in this general case.
Let K ⊃ k be an algebraically closed field and γ ′ :Dl′∞,K → X a twisted arc such that the
generic point maps into X \ X ′. Let E to be the irreducible component of Dl′∞,K ×X Y which
contains SpecK((t)) ×X Y and D the normalization of E . Then the natural morphism D→ Y
is representable. The stack D is tame and formally smooth over K , and the natural morphism
D→Dl′∞,K is proper and birational. Hence D must be isomorphic to Dl∞,K for some l which is
prime to the characteristic of k and a multiple of l′.
Choose the isomorphism D ∼=Dl∞,K so that the morphism Dl∞,K ∼=D→Dl
′
∞,K induces the
morphism D∞,K → D∞,K of canonical atlases defined by
t → t l/ l′ .
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maps to γ ′. It follows from the universalities of the fiber product and the normalization. 
Remark 63. This proposition does not hold if we consider only non-twisted arcs SpecKt→X .
It is why we have to introduce the notion of twisted jets.
3.8. Fractional Tate objects
We generalize the transformation rule to proper tame birational morphisms of DM stacks in
Section 3.10. Then the contribution of automorphisms of points appears in the formula. It is of
the form Lq with q a rational number. Therefore we extend the ring in which integrals take values
so that it contains fractional powers of L.
We have another motivation to consider fractional powers of L. In the birational geometry,
particularly in the minimal model program, we often treat a normal variety X with Q-Cartier
canonical divisor (that is, X is Q-Gorenstein) or more generally a pair (X,D) of a normal va-
riety and a Q-divisor such that KX + D is Q-Cartier. We can define invariants of X or (X,D),
integrating a function of the form Lh with h a Q-valued function deriving from KX or KX +D.
We deal with this subject in the context generalized to DM stacks in the final section.
Replacing a Z-valued function α in Definition 26 with 1
r
Z-valued function, we obtain a
1
r
Z-convergent stack. We define the same equivalence relation ∼ of the set (R1/r )′ of the iso-
morphism classes of 1
r
Z-convergent stacks. Then we define R1/r to be (R1/r )′ modulo ∼. This
is also a semiring and endowed with a map
dim :R1/r → 1
r
Z ∪ {−∞}.
We denote {(Speck,1/r)} by L1/r . Then we have (L1/r )r = L. We can naturally consider R1/r -
valued measurable functions F :A→ R1/r and their integrals:∫
A
F dμX =
∑
F(Ai)μX (Ai) ∈ R¯1/r := R1/r ∪ {∞}.
We similarly define the 1
r
Z-convergent space and the semiring S1/r of equivalence classes of
1
r
Z-convergent spaces. There is a semiring homomorphism R1/r → S1/r , {X } → {X¯ }.
We simply define a 1
r
Z-indexed Hodge structure to be a finite dimensional Q-vector space H
with a decomposition
H ⊗Q C =
⊕
p,q∈ 1
r
Z
Hp,q
such that Hq,p = Hp,q . Then a 1
r
Z-indexed mixed Hodge structure is a finite dimensional
Q-vector space H endowed with a 1
r
Z-indexed weight filtration W• of H and a 1r Z-indexed
Hodge filtration F • of H ⊗Q C. The associated graded ⊕w∈ 1
r
Z Gr
W
w H is a 1r Z-indexed Hodge
structure. We denote the category of 1
r
Z-indexed mixed Hodge structures by MHS1/r . For
a ∈ 1Z, the Tate–Hodge structure Q(a) is defined to be the one-dimensional 1Z-indexed
r r
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[Q(a)] ∈ K0(MHS1/r ) by L−a . We define also the completion Kˆ0(MHS1/r ) similarly. When
k = C, for a 1
r
Z-convergent space X = (X,α), we define
χh(X) :=
∑
V⊂X
χh(V )Lα(V ) ∈ Kˆ0
(
MHS1/r
)
.
There are semiring homomorphisms
S1/r → Kˆ0
(
MHS1/r
)
, {X} → χh(X),
R1/r → Kˆ0
(
MHS1/r
)
, {X } → χh(X¯ ).
Suppose that k is a finite field and p is a prime number different from the characteristic of k.
If there exist V ∈ MR(Gk,Qp) such that V⊗r ∼= Qp(1), then we fix V and denote it by Qp(1/r).
This is pure of weight −2/r . For a positive integer a, we define Qp(a/r) := Qp(1/r)⊗a and
Qp(−a/r) to be its dual. We denote an element [Qp(−1/r)] ∈K0(MR(Gk,Qp)) also by L1/r .
T. Ito [18] proved that if we replace k with its suitable finite extension, then Qp(1/r) exists.
He used this to give a new proof of the well-definedness of stringy Hodge numbers with p-adic
integrals and the p-adic Hodge theory.
When L1/r exists, for a 1
r
Z-convergent space X = (X,α), we define
χp(X) :=
∑
V⊂X
χp(V )Lα(V ) ∈ Kˆ0
(
MR(Gk,Qp)
)
.
Then we have semiring homomorphisms
S1/r → Kˆ0
(
MR(Gk,Qp)
)
, {X} → χp(X),
R1/r → Kˆ0
(
MR(Gk,Qp)
)
, {X } → χh(X¯ ).
3.9. Shift number
Let X be a smooth DM stack of pure dimension d and x ∈X (K) a geometric point. Then the
automorphism group Aut(x) linearly acts on the tangent space TxX . Let a :μl ↪→ Aut(x) be an
embedding. According to the μl-action, TxX decomposes into eigenspaces;
TxX =
l⊕
i=1
Ti,x .
Here Ti,x is the eigenspace on which ζ ∈ μl acts by the multiplication of ζ i . We define
sht(a) := d − 1
l
l∑
i · dimTi,x = 1
l
l∑
(l − i) · dimTi,x .i=1 i=1
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with
∐
char(k)l Conj(μl ,Aut(x)), we define sht(p) := sht(a) if p ∈ |J0X | is the point corre-
sponding to (x, a). Thus we have a map
sht : |J0X | → Q.
Furthermore, sht(p) depends only on the connected component V ⊂ J0X in which p lies:
Let f :S → V be a morphism with S a connected scheme such that p : SpecK → V factors as
SpecK → S → V . Let f ′ :S → V →X be the composite of f and the projection V →X . Then
the pull-back (f ′)∗TX of the tangent bundle has a μl,k-action naturally deriving from f and
decomposes into eigenbundles,
(f ′)∗TX =
l⊕
i=1
Ti
such that Ti,x above is a pull-back of Ti . Then
sht(p) = d − 1
l
l∑
i=1
i · rankTi.
It follows that sht(p) is constant on V . We define sht(V) := sht(p), p ∈ |V|.
We denote the composite map |J∞X | → |J0X | sht−→ Q by sX . For a (possibly singular) va-
riety X, we denote by sX the constant zero function over |J∞X|. These definitions coincide for
smooth varieties. In both cases, the function
LsX : |J∞X | → R1/r
is clearly measurable.
3.10. Transformation rule
In this subsection, we prove the transformation rule generalized to tame proper birational
morphisms.
Definition 64. Let X be a DM stack and I ⊂ OX an ideal sheaf. Let Z ⊂ X be the closed
substack defined by I . We define a function
ordI : |J∞X | \ |J∞Z| → Q
as follows: Let γ ∈ |J∞X | and γK :Dl∞,K → X its representative. Let γ ′K :D∞,K → X be the
composite of γK and the canonical atlas D∞,K →Dl∞,K . Suppose that (γ ′K)−1I = (tm) ⊂Kt.
Then
ordI(γ ) := m
l
∈ Q.
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positive codimension. Let r ∈ N be such that Im(ordI) ⊂ 1
r
Z. Then the function
LordI : |J∞X | → R1/r
is measurable (defined outside a negligible subset |J∞Z|).
Definition 65. Let f :Y → X be a birational morphism of DM stacks. We define its Jacobian
ideal sheaf Jacf ⊂OX to be the 0th Fitting ideal sheaf of ΩY/X .
Theorem 66 (Transformation rule). Let Y and X be DM stacks of finite type and pure dimension
d and f :Y →X a tame proper birational morphism. Suppose that Y is smooth and X is either a
smooth DM stack or a reduced variety. Let A⊂ |J∞X | be a subset and F :A→ R1/r a function
(at least, defined outside a negligible subset).
(1) The function F is measurable if and only if F ◦ f∞ is measurable.
(2) Suppose that F is measurable and that the function LsX |A takes values in R1/r . Then∫
A
FLsX dμX =
∫
f−1∞ (A)
(F ◦ f∞)L−ord Jacf +sY dμY ∈ R¯1/r .
Proof. (1) Let X ′ ⊂ X be the closed substack over which f is not an isomorphism. Let Ai ⊂
|J∞X | \ |J∞X ′|, i ∈ N be subsets such that ∐i∈N Ai = A \ |J∞X ′| and F is constant over
each Ai . Let Bi := f−1∞ (Ai). From Lemma 69, Ai is a cylinder if and only if Bi is a cylinder.
Thus F is measurable if and only if F ◦ f∞ is measurable.
(2) Let Ai and Bi be as above. If necessary, taking a refinement of {Ai}i , we may assume
that sX is constant on every Ai and that sY and ord Jacf are constant on every Bi . Then from
Lemma 69, we have ∫
Ai
FLsX dμX =
∫
Bi
(F ◦ f∞)L−ord Jacf +sY dμY .
Hence ∫
A
FLsX dμX =
∑
i∈N
∫
Ai
FLsX dμX =
∑
i∈N
∫
Bi
(F ◦ f∞)L−ord Jacf +sY dμY
=
∫
f−1∞ (A)
(F ◦ f∞)L−ord Jacf +sY dμY . 
3.10.1. Key lemmas
Let X be a DM stack of pure dimension d . We define the Jacobian ideal sheaf JacX to be
the d th Fitting ideal of ΩX /k . If X is smooth, then JacX =OX . If X is reduced, then since k
is perfect, X is generically smooth. It follows that ΩX /k is generically free of rank d and the
support of OX / JacX is of positive codimension.
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and affine, the fiber (JnX )x := JnX ×X ,x SpecK is an affine scheme.
The following lemmas are generalizations of [10, Lemmas 1.17 and 3.5]. In proving these, we
adopt ring-theoretic arguments as in [24].
Lemma 67. Let f :Y → X be as in Theorem 66. Let β0, β1 :D∞,K → Y be (non-twisted)
arcs over a K-point y ∈ Y(K), that is, β0, β1 ∈ (J∞Y)y(K) = (J 1∞Y)y(K). Assume that
πnf∞(β0) = πnf∞(β1) for some n ∈ Z0, and
e := ord Jacf (β1) < n, b := ord JacX
(
f∞(β1)
)
< n.
Then πn−e(β0) = πn−e(β1) ∈ (Jn−eY)y(K).
Proof. Let x := f (y). From the assumption, the homomorphisms
(fβ0)
∗, (fβ1)∗ :OX ,x → Kt
are identical modulo mn+1. Here OX ,x denotes the complete local ring at x and m := (t) is
the maximal ideal. Hence the homomorphisms (fβ0)∗ and (fβ1)∗ give the same OX ,x -module
structure to the Kt-module mn+1/m2(n+1). The map
OX ,x (fβ1)
∗−(fβ0)∗−−−−−−−−−→ mn+1mn+1/m2(n+1)
is a k-derivation, which induces a Kt-module homomorphism
δ(fβ1, fβ0) : (fβ1)
∗ΩX /k → mn+1/m2(n+1)mn+1/mn+2.
This annihilates the torsion part of (fβ1)∗ΩX /k : Since the d th Fitting ideal of (fβ1)∗ΩX /k
is (tb), the torsion part of (fβ1)∗ΩX /k is of length b. Hence the image of the torsion part in
mn+1/m2(n+1) is contained in m2(n+1)−b/m2(n+1). Since n > b, we have
2(n+ 1)− b > n+ 2.
Thus m2(n+1)−b/m2(n+1) is killed by mn+1/m2(n+1)mn+1/mn+2.
Consider an exact sequence of Kt-modules
(fβ1)
∗ΩX /k → (β1)∗ΩY/k → (β1)∗ΩY/X → 0.
Since (β1)∗ΩY/X is of length e, δ(fβ1, fβ0) lifts to a homomorphism
δ(β1, β2) : (β1)
∗ΩY/k → mn−e+1/mn+2,
which derives from
(β1)
∗ − (β2)∗ :OY,y → mn−e+1/mn+2
for some β2 ∈ (J∞Y)y(K). Then
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fβ0 ≡ fβ2 mod mn+2.
Applying the argument above to β0 and β2, we obtain β3 such that
β2 ≡ β3 mod mn−e+2
(
hence β1 ≡ β3 mod mn−e+1
)
, and
fβ0 ≡ fβ3 mod mn+3.
Repeating this, we obtain a sequence βi , i ∈ N such that
β1 ≡ βi mod mn−e+1, and
fβ0 ≡ fβi mod mn+i .
If we put β∞ to be the limit of this sequence, we have
β1 ≡ β∞ mod mn−e+1 and
fβ0 = fβ∞.
Since f is birational and separated, from the valuative criterion [23, Proposition 7.8], β0 and β∞
are actually the same. It follows that πn−e(β0) = πn−e(β1). 
Lemma 68. Let f :Y →X be as in Theorem 66. Let K ⊃ k be an algebraically closed field, y ∈
Y(K) and β ∈ (J l∞Y)y(K). Suppose that ord Jacf (γ ) = e < ∞, s1 := sY (β), s2 := sX (f∞β).
Assume that m := n− e> e and ord JacX (β) < n. Then f−1n fnπn(β) ∼= Ae−s1+s2K .
Proof. Let β ′ :D∞,K → Y be the composite of β and the canonical atlas D∞,K →Dl∞,K . Let
m := n − e and let β1 ∈ (J l∞Y)y(K) be a twisted arc with πm(β) = πm(β1). Then as in
Lemma 67, we obtain a μl-equivariant derivation
(β ′)∗ − (β ′1)∗ :OY,y → mml+1/mnl+1
and an associated μl-equivariant homomorphism
δ(β1) : (β
′)∗ΩY/k → mml+1/mnl+1.
Let β2 ∈ J l∞Y be another twisted arc with πm(β) = πm(β2). Then δ(β1) = δ(β2) if and only
if πn(β1) = πn(β2). Therefore if πnm denotes the natural morphism JnY → Jn′Y , then we can
regard (πnm)−1(πm(β)) as a subset of
Homμl
Kt
(
(β ′)∗ΩY/k,mml+1/mnl+1
)
.
Here Homμl
Kt
( , ) is the set of μl-equivariant Kt-homomorphisms. In fact, the dimensions of
(πnm)
−1(πm(β)) and HomμlKt((β
′)∗ΩY/k,mml+1/mnl+1) are equal, and we can identify the two
spaces.
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f is birational, the natural map F ↪→ Aut(y) → Aut(x) is injective. Let b :μl ↪→ Aut(y) and
a :μl′ ↪→ Aut(x) be embeddings deriving from β and f∞(β), respectively. We have the follow-
ing commutative diagram:
ζ ∈ μl b Aut(y)
ζ l/ l
′ ∈ μl′ a Aut(x).
Let Y ′ ⊂ Y be the closed substack where f is not an isomorphism. From the assumption that
m > e, (πnm)
−1πm(β) ∩ (JnY ′)y = ∅. Hence the automorphism groups of any geometric point
of (πnm)−1πm(β) is the centralizer of b in F . It follows that the morphism JnY → JnX is rep-
resentable around (πnm)−1πm(β). We can regard f−1n fnπn(β) as a subspace of (πnm)−1πm(β) ∼=
A(n−m)dK .
Consider the natural homomorphism
Homμl
Kt
(
(β ′)∗ΩY/k,mml+1/mnl+1
)→ HomKt((fβ ′)∗ΩX /k,mml+1/mnl+1). (2)
Homomorphisms δ(β1) and δ(β2) maps to the same element by this homomorphism if and only
if fnπn(β1) = fnπn(β2). Hence f−1n fnπn(β) is isomorphic to the kernel of (2).
Choose an isomorphism OˆY,y ∼= Ky1, . . . , yd such that by the induced μl-action on
Ky1, . . . , yd, ζ ∈ μl sends yi to ζ bi yi , 1 bi  l. Then
s1 = 1
l
d∑
i=1
(l − bi).
We have an isomorphism (β ′)∗ΩY/k ∼=
⊕
i Ktdyi . We define a Kt l-homomorphism
ψ :
⊕
i
Kt ldyi → (β ′)∗ΩY/k,
by ψ(dyi) := t l−bi dyi . The image of this monomorphism is the submodule of the μl-invariant
elements. Let n := (t l) be the maximal ideal of Kt l. Then the map deriving from ψ ,
Homμl
Kt
(
(β ′)∗ΩY/k,mml+1/mnl+1
)→ HomKt l
(⊕
i
Kt ldyi,nm+1/nn+1
)
,
is bijective.
If X is smooth, we choose an isomorphism OˆX ,x ∼= Kx1, . . . , xd such that by the induced
μl′ -action on Kx1, . . . , xd, ζ ∈ μl′ sends xi to ζ ai xi , 1 ai  l′. Then we have
s2 = 1
l′
∑
(l′ − ai)= 1
l
∑
(l − ail/ l′).i
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⊕
i Ktdxi . We define a Kt l-homomorphism
φ :
⊕
i
Kt ldxi → (fβ ′)∗ΩX /k,
by φ(dxi) := t l−ai l/ l′dxi . Next, suppose that X is a variety. Then
(fβ ′)∗ΩX /k ∼=
(
d⊕
i=1
Ktdxi
)
⊕ (tors),
where the dxi are indeterminates and (tors) is a torsion module. We define a Kt l-homomorphism
φ :
⊕
i
K

t l

dxi →
( d⊕
i=1
Ktdxi
)
⊕ (tors) ∼= (fβ ′)∗ΩX /k,
by dxi → dxi . In both cases, the image of φ is contained in the submodule of the μl-invariant
elements. Here μl acts on (fβ ′)∗ΩX /k through μl  μl′ . Since the natural homomorphism
(fβ ′)∗ΩX /k → (β ′)∗ΩY/k is μl-equivariant, the image of the composite map
⊕
i
K

t l

dxi
φ−→ (fβ ′)∗ΩX /k → (β ′)∗ΩY/k
is contained in the submodule of μl-invariant elements and the map lifts to
τ :
⊕
i
K

t l

dxi →
⊕
i
K

t l

dyi .
Consider the homomorphism induced by τ ,
Hom
(⊕
i
k

t l

dyi,n
m+1/nn+1
)
→ Hom
(⊕
i
k

t l

dxi,n
m+1/nn+1
)
.
Its kernel is isomorphic to the kernel of (2) and to
Hom
(
Coker τ,nm+1/nn+1
)
.
Hence we have
dimf−1n fnπn(β) = dim Hom
(
Coker τ,nm+1/nn+1
)= dim Coker τ
= 1
l
((
dim(β ′)∗ΩY/X
)−∑
i
(l − bi)+
∑
i
(l − ail/ l′)
)
= e − s1 + s2.
Thus we have proved Lemma 68. 
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sX |f∞(B) ≡ s2. Then B is a cylinder if and only if f∞(B) is so. If B is a cylinder, then we
have
μY (B) = μX
(
f∞(B)
)
Le−s1+s2 .
Proof. From Proposition 62, the assumption that ord Jacf |B < ∞ means that the map B →
f∞(B) is bijective. Since we have assumed that Y is smooth, f is not an isomorphism
all over the singular locus Xsing of X . Hence f∞(B) lies outside |J∞Xsing|. In particular,
ord JacX takes finite values on f∞(B). Either if B is a cylinder or if f∞(B) is cylinder,
then ord JacX |f∞(B) is bounded from above: In the case where B is a cylinder, consider
(ord JacX ) ◦ f∞ = ordf−1(JacX ).
If f∞(B) is an n-cylinder for n 0, then for any point q ∈ πn(B),
π−1n (q)⊂ π−1n f−1n fn(q) ⊂ f−1∞ π−1n fn(q) ⊂ f−1∞ f∞(B) = B.
Since f−1n B is a constructible subset, it is an n-cylinder.
Next, assume that B is an (n−e)-cylinder and that n is large enough to satisfy the condition
in Lemma 67. From Lemma 67, for a point p ∈ fnπn(B), πn−ef−1∞ π−1n (p) is one point.
Therefore we have
f−1∞ π−1n (p)⊂ B and π−1n (p) ⊂ f∞(B).
From Chevalley’s theorem [23, Théorème 5.9.4], fnπn(B) is a constructible subset and hence
f∞(B) is an n-cylinder.
If B is cylinder, from Lemma 68, we have
μY (B) = μX
(
f∞(B)
)
Le−s1+s2 . 
4. Birational geometry of Deligne–Mumford stacks
In this section, DM stacks are supposed to be reduced and of finite type.
4.1. Divisors and invariants of pairs
Let X be a DM stack. A prime divisor on X is just a reduced closed substack of X of codi-
mension one. A divisor (respectively Q-divisor) is a linear combination of prime divisors with
integer (respectively rational) coefficients. A divisor is said to be Cartier if the corresponding
divisor on an atlas of X is a Cartier divisor. A divisor D or a Q-divisor is said to be Q-Cartier
if there exists a positive integer m such that mD is Cartier. If X is smooth, a divisor (respec-
tively Q-divisor) is always Cartier (respectively Q-Cartier). For a Cartier divisor D, we can
define an invertible sheaf OX (D) as follows: For an étale morphism U → X with U scheme,
we put OX (D)U :=OU(DU). Here DU is the pull-back of D to U . The pull-back of a Cartier
or Q-Cartier divisor by a morphism is defined in an obvious way.
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X a measurable function ID : |J∞X | → Q as follows: If D is a prime divisor and if ID is the
defining ideal sheaf of D, then we define
ID := ordID.
For a general D, if we write D =∑uiDi with Di prime divisor and ui ∈ Q \ {0}, then we define
ID :=
∑
i
uiIDi .
This function is defined outside a negligible subset |J∞(⋃Di)|. For Q-divisors D and E, we
have ID+E = ID + IE at least outside a negligible subset.
Definition 70. Let X be a smooth DM stack, D a Q-divisor of X and W ⊂ |X | a constructible
subset. Then we define an invariant
ΣW(X ,D) :=
∫
π−1(W)
LID+sX dμX ∈ R¯1/r .
Here π : |J∞X | → |X | is the natural projection.
The invariant lies in R¯1/r for a suitable r . Below, we will take a suitable r each time and not
mention it hereinafter.
For a smooth DM stack X , the canonical sheaf ωX is defined to be the sheaf
∧d
ΩX /k of
differential d-forms. This is an invertible sheaf. If f :Y →X is a proper birational morphism of
smooth DM stacks, then there is a natural monomorphism f ∗ωX → ωY . There exists an effective
divisor KY/X on Y with support in the exceptional locus such that ωY ∼= f ∗ωX ⊗OY (KY/X ).
We call KY/X the relative canonical divisor. The defining ideal of KY/X is nothing but the
Jacobian ideal Jacf of f .
There exists also a canonical divisor KX , that is, a divisor such that OX (KX ) ∼= ωX : Let X
be the coarse moduli space of X endowed with a morphism f :X → X, X0 ⊂ X the smooth
locus and X0 ⊂ X the inverse image of X0. Since X is normal, X \ X0 is of codimension  2.
Let KX0 be a canonical divisor of X0. Then if we put KX0 := f ∗KX0 + KX0/X0 , then KX0 is
a canonical divisor of X0. The unique extension of KX0 to the whole X is a canonical divisor
of X . Thus a canonical divisor exists. For a morphism of smooth DM stacks f :Y →X , we have
a equation
KY ≡ f ∗KX +KY/X .
If X is not smooth but only normal and X0 ⊂X be the smooth locus, then a canonical divisor
KX of X is defined to be a divisor such that KX |X0 is a canonical divisor of X0.
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Y
f f ′
X X ′
be a diagram consisting of smooth DM stacks of pure dimension and tame proper birational mor-
phisms. Let D and D′ be Q-divisors onX andX ′ respectively and let W and W ′ be constructible
subsets of |X | and |X ′| respectively. Then if f−1(W) = (f ′)−1(W ′) and
f ∗D −KY/X = (f ′)∗D′ −KY/X ′,
then
ΣW(X ,D) =ΣW ′(X ′,D′).
Proof. Since
ID ◦ f∞ − ord Jacf = ID′ ◦ f ′∞ − ord Jacf ′ ,
the assertion follows from Theorem 66. 
Corollary 72. With the notation of Theorem 71, if KY/X = KY/X ′ and f−1(W) = (f ′)−1(W ′),
then we have
∑
V⊂J0X
{|V|W }Lsht(V) = ∑
V ′⊂J0X ′
{|V ′|W ′}Lsht(V ′).
Here the sums run over the connected components and |V|W denotes the inverse image of W
in |V|.
Proof. It follows from the fact that
ΣW(X ,0) =
∑
V⊂J0X
{|V|W }Lsht(V). 
4.2. Homological McKay correspondence and discrepancies
Suppose k = C. Let X be a Q-Gorenstein variety, that is, a normal variety with Q-Cartier
canonical divisor KX . Let f : Y → X be a resolution of X, that is, Y is smooth and f is proper
and birational. Then we can attach a rational number a(E,X) to each exceptional divisor E such
that we have a numerical equivalence
KY ≡ f ∗KX +
∑
a(E,X)E.E: exceptional
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Y is said to be a crepant resolution of X. The discrepancy of X, denoted discrep(X), is defined
as follows:
discrep(X) := inf{a(E,X) | Y →X, E ⊂ Y exceptional}.
Here Y → X runs over all resolutions of X. It is well known that either discrep(X) = −∞ or
discrep(X)  −1. If discrep(X)  −1, then discrep(X) is equal to the minimum of a(E,X)
for exceptional divisors E on a single resolution such that the exceptional locus is simple nor-
mal crossing. The discrepancy is an important invariant of singularities in the minimal model
program.
Consider a finite subgroup G of GLd(C) and the quotient variety X := Cd/G. Then X is
Q-Gorenstein and has log terminal singularities, that is, discrep(X) > −1. Moreover, if G ⊂
SLd(C), then X is Gorenstein and has canonical singularities, that is, discrep(X) 0. Let g ∈G
be an element of order l and let ζl = exp(2π
√−1/l). Choosing suitable basis of Cd , we write
g = diag(ζ a1l , . . . , ζ adl ), 0 ai  l − 1.
Then we define the age of g to be
age(g) := 1
l
d∑
i=1
ai ∈ Q.
If g ∈ SLd(C), then age(g) is an integer. Now we can deduce, from Corollary 72, the homological
McKay correspondence. It was proved by Y. Ito and Reid [19] for dimension 3 and by Batyrev
[3] for arbitrary dimension. See [30] for a nice survey of this subject.
Corollary 73 (Homological McKay correspondence). Suppose that G⊂ SLd(C) and there exists
a crepant resolution Y → X. For an even number i  0, let ni := {g ∈ Conj(G) | age(g) = i/2}.
Then
Hi(Y,Q) ∼=
{
Q(−i/2)⊕ni (i even),
0 (i odd) .
Proof. Let X := [Cd/G]. Then the natural morphism X → X is a proper birational morphism.
Furthermore, since G ⊂ SLd(C), X and X are isomorphic in codimension one. In particular, KX
is the pull-back of KX . (Hence X is a crepant resolution in a generalized sense.)
There exists a smooth DM stack Y and proper birational morphisms f :Y →X and f ′ :Y →
Y : For example, we can take a resolution of the irreducible component of Y ×X X dominating
Y and X . For resolutions of DM stacks, see Section 4.5. Then we have KY/X = KY/Y . For
0 ai  l − 1, if we put
a′i :=
{
l (ai = 0),
ai (ai = 0),
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l
∑
i
(l − a′i )= d − {i | ai = 0} −
1
l
∑
i
ai .
From Corollary 72,
{Y } =
∑
V⊂IX
{V}Lsht(V) =
∑
g∈Conj(G)
{[(
Cd
)g
/Cg
]}
Ld−dim(Cd )g−age(g).
Sending these elements to Kˆ0(MHS), we have
χh(Y ) =
∑
g∈Conj(G)
Ld−age(g).
Since K0(MHS) → Kˆ0(MHS) is injective, the equation holds also in K0(MHS). Batyrev [3]
proved that Hic (Y,Q) has pure Hodge structure of weight i. Let mi := {g ∈ Conj(G) | −d +
age(g) = −i/2}. Looking at the weight i part, we have
Hic (Y,Q) ∼=
{0 (i odd),
Q(−i/2)⊕mi (i even).
Here we have used the semisimplicity of polarizable pure Hodge structure. The corollary follows
from the Poincaré duality. 
Next, for general G⊂ GLd(G) without reflection, we deduce an expression of the discrepancy
of X = Cd/G in terms of ages of g ∈G.
Corollary 74. Suppose that G contains no reflection. We have an equation
discrep(X)= min{age(g) | 1 = g ∈G}− 1.
Proof. Let X := [Cd/G]. and V ⊂ |X | the locus of points with nontrivial automorphism group.
We take a resolution f :Y → X which is an isomorphism over the smooth locus of X. Suppose
that the exceptional locus W ⊂ Y is simple normal crossing. From Corollary 72, as in the proof
of Corollary 73, we have
ΣW(Y,−KY/X)=ΣV (X ,0).
The left-hand side can be computed explicitly as follows. Write KY/X =∑i∈I eiEi . Note
that ei >−1. For s = (si)i∈I ∈ (Z0)I , let Is := {i ∈ I | si > 0}. For any subset J ⊂ I , we define
E◦J :=
⋂
i∈J Ei \
⋃
i∈I\J Ei . Then we have
μY
(⋂
I−1Di (si)
)
= {E◦Is}L−∑ si (L − 1)Is .i∈I
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that of [7] by the multiplication of Ld . See also Remark 42.) Hence
ΣW(Y,−KY/X) =
∑
0=s∈(Z0)I
{
E◦Is
}
L−
∑
(ei+1)si (L − 1)Is .
Therefore the dimension of the right hand side is equal to
dim
(∑
i∈I
{
E◦{i}
}
L−ei−1(L − 1)
)
= d − 1 + max{−ei mod i ∈ I }
= d − 1 − discrep(X).
On the other hand, the dimension of ΣV (X ,0) is equal to d − min{age(g) | 1 = g ∈ G}. This
proves the assertion. 
4.3. Orbifold cohomology
Chen and Ruan [6] constructed a new kind of cohomology, called the orbifold cohomology,
for topological orbifolds. We define the orbifold cohomology for DM stacks, the algebraic coun-
terpart of the topological orbifold.
Definition 75.
(1) Let X be a smooth DM stack over C. We define the orbifold cohomology of X as follows:
For each i ∈ Q,
Hiorb(X ,Q) :=
⊕
V⊂J0X
Hi−2 sht(V)(V¯,Q)⊗ Q(− sht(V)).
Here by convention, we put Hi(X,Q) = 0 for a variety X and i /∈ Z.
(2) Let X be a smooth DM stack over a finite field k. Let r be the least common multiple of the
denominators of sht(V), V ⊂ J0X . Suppose that Qp(1/r) exists. (This holds after replacing
k with its finite extension.) We define the p-adic orbifold cohomology of X ⊗ k¯ as follows:
For each i ∈ Q,
Hiorb(X ⊗ k¯,Qp) :=
⊕
V⊂J0X
Hi−2 sht(V)(V¯ ⊗ k¯,Qp)⊗ Qp
(− sht(V)).
Lemma 76. Let X be a proper smooth DM stack over a perfect field k.
(1) If k = C, then Hiorb(X ,Q) is a pure Hodge structure of weight i.
(2) If k is a finite field and if for r ∈ N as above, Qp(1/r) exists, then Hiorb(X ⊗ k¯,Qp) is pure
of weight i.
Proof. (1) Each connected component V of J0X is a proper smooth DM stack. Then the coarse
moduli space V¯ is a proper variety with quotient singularities. Therefore Hi(V¯,Q) is a pure
Hodge structure of weight i and Hi (X ,Q) is also so.orb
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sheaves is a local property, we may assume V¯ = M/G for some smooth variety M and a finite
group G acting on M . Then since q :M → M/G is finite, q∗Qp is pure of weight zero [8] and
Qp = (q∗Qp)G is also so.
Since V¯ is proper, Hi(V¯ ⊗ k¯,Qp) is pure of weight i and Hiorb(X ⊗ k¯,Qp) is also so. 
The following corollary was conjectured by Ruan [31]. A weak version was proved by Luper-
cio and Poddar [25] and the author [37] independently.
Corollary 77. Let X and X ′ be proper smooth DM stacks over k = C. Assume that there exist
a smooth DM stack Y and proper birational morphisms f :Y → X and f ′ :Y → X such that
KY/X =KY/X ′ . Then we have an isomorphism of Hodge structures
Hiorb(X ,Q) ∼=Hiorb(X ′,Q), ∀i ∈ Q.
(We do not assert that there exists a natural isomorphism.)
Proof. From Corollary 72, we have
∑
V⊂J0X
χh(V¯)Lsht(V) =
∑
V ′⊂J0X ′
χh(V¯ ′)Lsht(V ′). (3)
Define
H
ev,i
orb (X ,Q) :=
⊕
V⊂J0X
i−2 sht(V): even
Hi−2 sht(V)(V¯,Q)⊗ Q(− sht(V)),
and H odd,iorb (X ,Q) similarly. Then
Hiorb(X ,Q) =H ev,iorb (X ,Q)⊕H odd,iorb (X ,Q).
Looking at the weight i part of (3), we have
[
H
ev,i
orb (X ,Q)
]− [H odd,iorb (X ,Q)]= [H ev,iorb (X ′,Q)]− [H odd,iorb (X ′,Q)].
Since the two terms of each hand side do not cancel out, we have [H ev,iorb (X ,Q)] = [H ev,iorb (X ′,Q)]
and [H odd,iorb (X ,Q)] = [H odd,iorb (X ′,Q)]. Hence [Hiorb(X ,Q)] = [Hiorb(X ′,Q)].
We claim that for an arbitrary proper smooth DM stack X over C, Hiorb(X ,Q) is semi-
simple. A polarization of Hi−sht(V)(V¯,Q) induces a non-degenerate bilinear form QV¯ on
Hi−sht(V)(V,Q) ⊗ Q(− sht(V)) for which the 1
r
Z-indexed Hodge decomposition of
(H i−sht(V)(V,Q) ⊗ Q(− sht(V))) is orthogonal. We define a bilinear form QX on Hiorb(X ,Q)
to be the direct sum of QV¯ . Then QX is non-degenerate and the Hodge decomposition of
Hiorb(X ,Q) is orthogonal for this. We can see that Hiorb(X ,Q) is semisimple like the usual
polarizable Hodge structure.
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Hiorb(X ′,Q). 
Corollary 78. Assume that k is a finite field. Let X and X ′ be proper smooth DM stacks whose
p-adic orbifold cohomology groups can be defined. Assume that there exist a smooth DM stack
Y and tame proper birational morphisms f :Y →X and f ′ :Y →X such that KY/X =KY/X ′ .
Then we have the following isomorphisms of Galois representations:
Hiorb(X ⊗k k¯,Qp)ss ∼=Hiorb(X ′ ⊗k k¯,Qp)ss, ∀i ∈ Q.
Proof. Similar as Corollary 77 except for the semisimplicity. 
4.4. Convergence and normal crossing divisors
Definition 79. Let X be a smooth DM stack and D =∑ni=1 Di a divisor of X with Di distinct
prime divisors. We say that D is normal crossing if the pull-back of D to an atlas of X is
(analytically) normal crossing.
Let X be a smooth DM stack and x ∈ X (k¯). Let Xˆ = [Spec k¯x1, . . . , xd/G] be the com-
pletion of X at x. If D is a normal crossing divisor on X , then for suitable local coordinates
x1, . . . , xd , the pull-back of D to Xˆ is defined by a monomial x1x2 · · ·xc, c d .
Definition 80. A normal crossing divisor D is said to be stable normal crossing if for every
x ∈ X (k¯), every irreducible component of its pull-back to Spec k¯x1, . . . , xd is stable under the
G-action.
If D is stable normal crossing and l ∈ N is prime to the characteristic of k, then for each
embedding a :μl ↪→G, we can choose local coordinates x1, . . . , xd so that the μl-action is linear
and diagonal and th pull-back of D is defined by a monomial simultaneously: Suppose that the
pull-back of D is defined by x1 · · ·xc. Since each irreducible component is stable under the μl-
action, for 1 i  c and ζ ∈ μl , ζ(yi) lies in the ideal (yi). Let ζ¯ be the linear part of ζ , namely
ζ(yi)= ζ¯ (yi)+ (terms of order 2).
If we replace yi with
y′i :=
∑
ζ∈μl
ζ¯−1ζ(yi),
then the μl-action is linear. We have the identity of ideals (yi) = (y′i ), 1 i  c, hence the pull-
back of D is still defined by a monomial. Then the μl-action must be diagonal about coordinates
x1, . . . , xc. Replacing the rest coordinates, we can diagonalize the action.
Remark 81. The stable normal crossing divisor is a notion for stacks corresponding the G-
normal pair in [3].
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crossing support and W ⊂ |X | a constructible subset. Then ΣW(X ,D) = ∞ if and only if ui < 1
for every i with Di ∩W = ∅.
Proof. From the semicontinuity of dimension of fibers, it suffices to show the proposition in the
case where W = {x} with x ∈X (k¯). Shrinking X , we can assume that every Di contains x. Take
the completion
Xˆ := [Spec k¯x1, . . . , xd/G]
of X at x. Take an embedding a :μl ↪→ G and choose local coordinates x1, . . . , xd so that μl
acts linearly and diagonally and the pull-back of Di is defined by xi = 0 for 1 i  c  d and
x /∈Di for i > c. Suppose that ζ ∈ μl acts by diag(ζ a1 , . . . , ζ ad ), 1 ai  l.
Let v be the k¯-point of J0X corresponding (x, a). Then for 0 n∞, the fiber (JnX )v of
JnX → J0X over v is identified with
Homμl
k¯t
(
k¯x1, . . . , xd, k¯t/tnl+1).
If σ ∈ (J∞X )v and σ(yi) =∑j0 σij t lj+ai , then the order of the ideal (xi) along the twisted
arc σ is
ai
l
+ min{j | σij = 0}.
For a multi-index s = (s1, . . . , sc) ∈ (Z0)c, we define Vs ⊂ (J∞X )v to be the set of σ such that
min{j | σij = 0} = si for every 1 i  c. Then
∫
π−10 (v¯)
LID+sX dμX =
∑
s
μY (V¯s)L
∑c
i=1 ui(si+ai/ l). (4)
Here v¯ ∈ |J0X | is the image of v and V¯s ⊂ |J∞X | is the image of Vs . For sufficiently large n,
dimπn(V¯s)= (d − c)n+
c∑
i=1
(n− si) = dn−
c∑
i=1
si .
Hence
dimμY (V¯s)L
∑c
i=1 ui(si+ai/ l) = (ui − 1)si +C.
Here C is a constant independent of s. Hence the right hand side of (4) converges if and only if
ui < 1 for every i. 
Proposition 83. Let X be a smooth DM stack and D a normal crossing divisor of X . Then there
exist a smooth DM stack Y and a representable proper birational morphism f :Y → X such
that f is an isomorphism over X \D and f−1(D) is stable normal crossing.
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p ∈ Δ, we define the index iΔ(p) as follows: Let [Spec k¯x1, . . . , xd/G] be the completion of
X at p. Choose coordinates so that the pull-back of Δ is defined by x1 · · ·xc. Then iΔ(p) := c.
The function
iΔ :Δ(k¯)→ N
is upper semi-continuous. The locus V ⊂ Δ of the points of the maximum index is a closed
smooth substack defined over k. Let X ′ →X be the blow-up along V , E the exceptional divisor,
D′ the strict transform of D and Δ′ the strict transform of Δ. Then D′ ∪E is normal crossing. For
every irreducible component E1 of E and for every p ∈ E1(k¯), we have iE1(p) = 1. Moreover,
the maximum value of the function iΔ′ is less than that of iΔ. Hence repeating blow-ups, we
obtain a proper birational morphism f :Y → X such that every k¯-point of f−1(D) has index
one with respect to every irreducible component of f−1(D). It means that f−1(D) is stable
normal crossing. 
Proposition 84. Let X be a smooth DM stack, D =∑uiDi a Q-divisor with (not necessarily
stable) normal crossing support and W ⊂ |X | a constructible subset. Then ΣW(X ,D) = ∞ if
and only if ui < 1 for every i with Di ∩W = ∅.
Proof. Let f :Y →X be a morphism as in Proposition 83. Then by Theorem 71, we have
ΣW(X ,D) =Σf−1(W)(Y, f ∗D −KY/X ).
Shrinking X , we may assume that every Di meets W . By the standard calculation in the minimal
model program, if ui < 1 for every i, then coefficients in f ∗D−KY/X are also all < 1. Therefore
from Proposition 82, the ΣW(X ,D) = Σf−1(W)(Y, f ∗D − KY/X ) = ∞. If ui  1 for some i,
the coefficient of the strict transform of Di in f ∗D − KY/X is also ui  1. Hence again from
Proposition 82, ΣW(X ,D) = ∞. 
4.5. Generalization to singular stacks
From now on, we assume that the base field k is of characteristic zero.
Thanks to Hironaka [16], for every reduced variety X, there exists a resolution of singularities,
that is, a proper birational morphism Y → X with Y smooth. Villamayor [33,34] constructed a
resolution algorithm commuting with smooth morphisms. See also [4,12]. Let X be a reduced
DM stack and M an atlas. Then we obtain a groupoid space N :=M×X M⇒M . The associated
stack of this groupoid space is canonically isomorphic to X . Let N˜ and M˜ be smooth varieties
obtained from N and M respectively by a resolution algorithm commuting with étale morphisms.
Then we obtain a groupoid space N˜ ⇒ M˜ . Its associated DM stack X˜ is smooth and the natural
morphism X˜ → X is representable, proper and birational. Thus for every reduced DM stack X ,
there exists a representable proper birational morphism Y →X with Y smooth.
Let X be a normal DM stack and D a Q-divisor on X . Suppose that KX + D is Q-Cartier.
Then we say that the pair (X ,D) is a log DM stack. For a resolution f :Y → X , we define a
Q-divisor E on Y by
KY +E ≡ f ∗(KX +D).
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define an invariant
ΣW(X ,D) :=Σf−1(W)(Y,E).
This is independent of the choice of resolutions, thanks to Theorem 71.
Definition 86. We say that the pair (X ,D) is Kawamata log terminal (KLT for short) if for every
representable resolution Y → X , every coefficient of the divisor E defined as above is less than
one.
In fact, we can see if (X ,D) is KLT by looking at only one resolution with E normal crossing.
The pair (X ,D) is KLT if and only if for an atlas M → X and the pull-back D′ of D to M , the
pair (M,D′) is KLT.
Proposition 87. The invariant ΣW(X ,D) is not infinite if and only if (X ,D) is KLT around W
(that is, for some open substack X0 ⊂X containing W , (X0,D|X0) is KLT).
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Proposition 84 and the definition of the invariant. 
Theorem 88. Let (X ,D) and (X ′,D′) be log DM stacks. Let W and W ′ be constructible subsets
of |X | and |X ′|, respectively. Assume that there exist a smooth DM stack Y and proper birational
morphisms f :Y →X and f ′ :Y →X such that f ∗(KX +D)≡ f ∗(KX ′ +D′) and f−1(W) =
(f ′)−1(W ′). Then we have
ΣW(X ,D) =ΣW ′(X ′,D′).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 71. 
4.6. Invariants for varieties
If X is a variety, then we can describe the invariant ΣW(X,D) with the motivic integration
over X itself. It gives us a canonical expression of the invariant.
Let X be a normal variety and D a Q-divisor on X such that m(KX +D) is Cartier and mD
is an integral divisor for some m ∈ N. Let K be the sheaf of total quotient rings of OX . There
exists a fractional ideal sheaf G ⊂K such that G =OX(−mD) outside the singular locus of X,
and the canonical isomorphism (ΩdX)⊗m ∼= GOX(m(KX + D)) outside the singular locus of X
extends to an epimorphism (ΩdX)⊗m G ·OX(m(KX +D)) all over X.
Definition 89. Let I ⊂K be a fractional ideal sheaf. We define the order function of I as follows;
ordI :J∞X → Z ∪ {∞},(
γ : SpecKt→ X) → {n (γ−1I = (tn) ⊂K((t))),∞ (γ−1I = (0)).
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we have ordIA = IA, at least outside a negligible subset.
We have the following expression of the invariant ΣW(X,D).
Proposition 90. Let W ⊂X be a constructible subset. We have
ΣW(X,D) =
∫
π−10 (W)
L(1/m)ordG dμX.
Proof. Let f :Y →X be a resolution of singularities. We define a Q-divisor E on Y by
KY +E ≡ f ∗(KX +D).
Let I =OX(−mE). We have natural morphisms
f ∗OX
(
m(KX +D)
)∼= I−1ω⊗mY ,
f ∗ΩdX Jacf ωY ,(
ΩdX
)⊗m GOX(m(KX +D)).
Therefore we have
(Jacf )m = f−1G · I−1.
We obtain an equation of measurable functions
1
m
ordG ◦ f∞ − ord Jacf = IE.
Now the proposition follows from Theorem 58. 
Remark 91. This kind of integration over a singular variety was considered in [10] (see also
[24]) in relation to the McKay correspondence and in [36] and [11] in relation to the discrepancy
of singularities.
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